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Public Hearing:

WHUD Tower Replacement TM#83.18-l-23 Appeal #911
22 Sky Lane
(The applicant seeks Amended special permit approval to replace an existing 
telecommunications tower to be able to support colocation)

Old Business:

Essex Green, Inc. TM #49.6-2-14 Appeal #910
Douglas Lane 49.6-1-12 (Village of Nelsonville)
(The applicant seeks to obtain an area variance for front and rear yard setbacks due to the 
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Neave Group/Todd Berlander TM# 89.7-1-11 Appeal #913
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(The applicant is seeking a variance for sideyard setback for new residential garage and 
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ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
February 12, 2018 

MINUTES

The Zoning Board of Appeals for the Town of Philipstown held their regular monthly meeting on 
Monday, February 12, 2018, at the Philipstown Town Hall, 238 Main Street, Cold Spring, New 
York.

PRESENT: Robert Dee
Vincent Cestone 
Paula Clair 
Granite Frisenda 
Leonard Lim 
Adam Rodd 
Ron Gainer

Chairman
Member
Member
Member
Member
Attorney (Drake Loeb PLLC) 
Engineer

**PLEASE NOTE that these minutes were abstracted in summary from being present at 
the meeting and the television video. If anyone should seek further clarification, please 
review the video.

Chairman Robert Dee opened the meeting at 7:30 P. M. with the Pledge of Allegiance.

Minutes

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright. I gotta go over the...

Leonard Lim: I thought it was the...

Chairman Robert Dee: Minutes, the minutes, for approval. Looking at the minutes for 
December 11th, are there any changes or corrections?

Leonard Lim: No, I didn’t find any.

Chairman Robert Dee: No? Alright make a motion to-

Leonard Lim: (Inaudible)

Chairman Robert Dee: I gotta go over the, oh no that’s turned off. Minutes, for minutes 
approval. Looking at the minutes for December 11th, are there any changes or corrections? 

Leonard Lim: No, I didn’t find any.

Chairman Robert Dee: No? December 11th? Alright. I make a motion-
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Leonard Lim: (Inaudible)

Chairman Robert Dee: How you doing?

Paula Clair: Good.

Chairman Robert Dee: You got any changes on December 11th meeting?

Paula Clair: Umm there’s a, oh December, no.

Chairman Robert Dee: No, okay. I make a motion the December 11th minutes be accepted.

Vincent Cestone: I’ll make the motion.

Chairman Robert Dee: All in favor?

Leonard Lim: I’ll second. Aye.

Vincent Cestone: Aye.

Paula Clair: Aye.

Granite Frisenda: Aye.

Chairman Robert Dee: Aye, okay, unanimous. He seconded it, Leonard seconds it. Okay, the 
minutes of January 8ths meeting, 2018.

Vincent Cestone: I make the motion.

Chairman Robert Dee: Is there corrections?

Paula Clair: Well I’m not sure if it's a correction or not but there was a repeat of something I 
said; maybe I said it twice, I don't know. Okay, I guess it's okay.

Leonard Lim: I’ll second.

Chairman Robert Dee: All in favor?

Leonard Lim: Aye.

Vincent Cestone: Aye.

Paula Clair: Aye.

Granite Frisenda: Aye.
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Chairman Robert Dee: Aye. January 8ths minutes are complete. The third minutes is for the 
special meeting we had for January 22nd. It was a special joint meeting with the Conservation 
Board and the Zoning Board. Is there any changes, corrections? Does anybody have any changes 
or corrections? Get a motion?

Vincent Cestone: I’ll make a motion.

Leonard Lim: I’ll second.

Chairman Robert Dee: All in favor?

Leonard Lim: Aye.

Vincent Cestone: Aye.

Paula Clair: Aye.

Granite Frisenda: Aye.

Chairman Robert Dee: Aye. Alright, all the minutes are passed. Now I'm assuming- I'm gonna 
just take one out of order here. I know there’s, Essex Green is first but- is there anybody here for 
22 Hudson River Lane? You? Could you step up here please. Identify yourself at a microphone, 
at the microphone.

Neave Group/Berlander - 22 Hudson River Lane

Kristopher Schmitt: Sure, Kristopher Schmitt with Neave Group.

Chairman Robert Dee: With who? Oh, Neave Group, you’re the pool company?

Kristopher Schmitt: Yes sir.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. I went through this application. What I'm going to do is, I'm 
going to refer this to the conservation board, okay?

Kristopher Schmitt: Okay.

Chairman Robert Dee: Because I know you, do you have a meeting with them tomorrow night 
or something?

Kristopher Schmitt: Yeah, we have a walkthrough in the morning then we have a meeting 
tomorrow night.

Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah because what you're trying to do here is put an in the ground pool 
and I mean your point, you’re trying to put in an in-ground pool in the Hudson River Lane which 
you know is a flood zone, and it's a wetlands also. So, you're gonna need a wetlands permit.
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Kristopher Schmitt: Correct.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay so you’re gonna, I think you deal with them first. When you get 
approved by them first then you come back to us and we’ll reschedule you to go to review this. 

Kristopher Schmitt: Okay.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. All right thank you very much.

Kristopher Schmitt: Thanks.

Chairman Robert Dee: I didn't want to hold you up the whole meeting.

Kristopher Schmitt: I appreciate that.

Chairman Robert Dee: Thank you. Okay the next one is a continuation of Essex Green.

Paula Clair: I just wanted to mention that he’s missing-

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright, I’m gonna get him. One second before you leave, one of the 
board members wants to give you some of the things you’re missing.

Paula Clair: Just if, when you come back, you know assuming you get a wetlands permit, 
you're missing the application for this variance and also you need your deed and a certificate of 
occupancy. So, you need those things which were not in this application.

Kristopher Schmitt: I’ll make sure everything’s in there.

Paula Clair: Yeah.

Chairman Robert Dee: They’ll give you a list downstairs in the building department. She can 
give you a list of what you need.

Kristopher Schmitt: Okay.

Essex Green - Douglas Lane

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay great. Since the last meeting I got a letter, received a letter from 
Kenneth Levine, 103 Elealey Road. He's against the project; he says it's- will impede his view 
shed and does not meet required minimum setbacks. I received information from, 50, 60 pages I 
guess, from Mr. Martino? You here? Okay from Martino and Weiss, correct? Okay. I guess 
you're the attorney for Mr. Healey?

Douglas J. Martino: That’s correct- No, Mr. Meyer.
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Chairman Robert Dee: I'm sorry?

Douglas J. Martino: Meyer family.

Chairman Robert Dee: Meyer family, okay. Okay and to rebut the information you put in, we 
got information from Mr. Richmond. So, we got enough information. What I'd like to do- this is 
a little complicated this one, you know that and I know that, Mr. Richmond, so I'd like to break it 
down a little bit, in pieces, ok? Let's start first, what we need and go from there. In your letter, 
you know, you argue a little bit about what Mr. Martino presented, but on the bottom of the first 
page you said, respectfully, you say it's unfortunate that the Meyers’ gamesmanship has 
repeatedly interfered with the applicant’s ability to process this application. After the applicants 
duly appeared- appealed the town code enforcement officer initial denial letter for the project to 
your board at August of 2017, the CEO which would be the code enforcement officer, 
subsequently issued an unprecedented new denial letter for the application, two months later, in 
significant part in response to opposition from the Meyers. The letter was confusing, from the 
building inspector, I agree with you, his letter, was confusing. I'd like to just go to his letter, so 
there's a lot of points in there, what we're gonna need, that would be your first submission under 
exhibit A. That’d be the first book, book from November 3rd from Mr. Richmond's submission, 
November 3rd. Do you have it?

Paula Clair: No, I took it out to read and then I...

Chairman Robert Dee: Is this it here? Is that it?

Paula Clair: Oh, in this?

Chairman Robert Dee: I don’t know, is that November 3rd?

Paula Clair: That’s that November.. .can I just look on with you? Oh it’s in, November 3rd. 

Chairman Robert Dee: That’s the one you need.

Paula Clair: Oh okay.

Chairman Robert Dee: Go to exhibit A. Okay, this is from October 25th from our building 
inspector, our code enforcement officer Greg Wunner and he said, he tells us what's included in 
it but he says the applicant proposes a new single-family dwelling on a lot that is divided by the 
town of Philipstown / Village of Nelsonville municipal boundary lines. By operation of law, the 
portion of the lot located within the Village of Nelsonville cannot be counted towards meeting 
the town's bulk requirements. Now I guess well my question would be to our attorney. Us 
determinating it, determining, looking at this, are we looking at this as a half-acre in Philipstown 
or the whole piece; could we combine both pieces? How do we determine here?

Adam Rodd: Well we're- in accordance with the letter from the code enforcement officer, the 
first question is, is this a preexisting, non-conforming lot or not, which is a question of 
interpretation based upon the language that was in the zoning code back in 1957. If it's a
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preexisting, non-conforming lot, in accordance with the letter from the code enforcement officer, 
the applicant would not need an area variance for lot area. So that, that's a question of 
interpretation. With respect to the, and I think to answer your question, regardless of whether 
they need a variance for lot area, they do need area variances to construct this house for, in terms 
of a front yard setback, with respect to a rear yard setback, and it's set forth in the letter. If it is a 
preexisting, non-conforming lot, they do not need a variance for a rear yard setback. If it's not a 
preexisting, non-conforming lot, they do need a couple of variances for a rear yard setback and 
they also need a small variance for impervious surface coverage. They do not need an area 
variance, with respect to road frontage, according to the code enforcement officer.

Chairman Robert Dee: Right. I see, so I read in his letter on the second page he says, under the 
circumstances, the information submitted. Alright because when we started this he had approved 
it.

Dan Richmond: Sorry?

Chairman Robert Dee: When we started this, the building inspectos said it was a non- 
conforming, you know, a legal non-conforming.

CROSSTALK - INAUDIBLE

Chairman Robert Dee: The information changed the opinion, but he said, under the 
circumstances, the information submitted on this application is insufficient for the town building 
inspector to make a determination as to whether the subject property is or is not a legal non- 
conforming lot. He's got the same information we have.

Dan Richmond: Well but and I think that's, that's an apt point. First of all, if I could answer the 
first question I think you addressed to Mr. Rodd. I think, you know in terms of the bulk 
requirements, it’s figuring out the bulk requirements, the code enforcement officer is right that 
technically, you consider just a land that's in the town. So, for example, with respect to frontage; 
if you determine that this was not a legal non-conforming lot, technically this lot doesn't have 
any frontage in the town. But again, all the case law, and we've cited it in all our letters, talks 
about that zoning boards are supposed to consider, not be guided by technical analysis but it’s 
supposed to be guided by the totality of the relevant circumstances. That's a phrase you find 
repeatedly throughout the case law. And I think what that means here, is that you need to 
consider, you can’t put blinders on to the fact that, the reality is there is frontage on the property 
that this house would be located on, although it's in the village. So, although yes, technically it's 
a 100% frontage variance because there is no frontage in the town, but that's because the 
municipal boundary bisects the property. So, the frontage would be in the Village, and again I 
think your board, in considering how the totality of the relevant circumstances, how this lot 
would be experienced by the public and all other affected members of the public, would, I think 
should recognize, would have to recognize in the totality of relevant circumstances, that the lot 
has frontage and so forth. You point to the fact that, you say, well we have essentially the same 
information that the code enforcement officer says, and I just poked through the previous line of 
that code enforcement letter that you're talking about where he said, the 1957 code did not 
expressly state that taking must be by eminent domain and as the property owner points out, any
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ambiguity in a zoning code must be construed in the light most favorable to the property owner. 
So again, I think at best, you know again, I think it's clear that taking doesn't have that particular 
meaning here and that to read into that, to add that gloss on to it, is prohibited by a variety of 
Court of Appeals case law that I'd be happy to walk the board through again. It's in all our 
submissions.

Chairman Robert Dee: No, that’s okay we’ve got enough to go through. Go ahead.

Dan Richmond: Understood, but again, I think, you know, so at best I think, you know, the 
project components, including the Myers, the best they can - there’s an ambiguity and the law is 
clear, as I'm sure Mr. Rodd could advise you, that where there's an ambiguity in that 
circumstance, the law requires that you read it in favor of the property owner, the private 
property owner, and in favor of its free exercise of rights. So, I think if your board finds that 
there is an ambiguity, which I think again, I don't, I don't even think there is an ambiguity, but if 
you found that there was an ambiguity, it could be construed either way, then I think you would 
have to find that this is a legal, non-conforming lot. I do want to point out that even if you do 
find it's a legal, non-conforming lot, I would ask your board to go further and to grant us all the 
variances as if it weren't a legal non-conforming lot because I think, you can clearly, in the 
totality of the circumstances, do that. This would just be another single-family home, like any 
other family home, and I, you know, when you're done answering all your questions, I'd like 
Susan to walk you through, you know, what she's proposing to do, some of her other projects, 
because I think you're, some of your board members are already familiar with, but I think it's 
good. It will work seamlessly with the neighborhood and I think that's something your board 
needs to take into account as well.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, I just want to get through the legal aspects here.

Dan Richmond: Sure. Thank you.

Chairman Robert Dee: I’m a little confused on some of it. Okay I guess, in looking at this, 
reading this, what I'm trying, I guess what determine is that, we have to look at, first thing we 
would have to look at, was it taken or used for public use.

Dan Richmond: Well and I think, you know, it's reflect-

Chairman Robert Dee: Because that would determine whether it's a legal conforming or not 
legal conforming lot?

Adam Rodd: Yeah, I mean there's an ambiguity in the language of the 1957 code that says, and 
I'm paraphrasing, if property is taken for a public use, that will not be counted against or used 
against the lot size, the minimum lot size.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay.

Dan Richmond: And if I could just add in-
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Adam Rodd: Sure.

Dan Richmond: Again, with that, you know, I think, I don't think anyone here contests that the 
property was acquired by the Village of Cold Spring for the purposes of connecting to the 
aqueduct and that that's a public purpose, I’m sorry Ms. Clair.

Paula Clair: How much land, how much acreage was taken by the Village of Cold Spring? 

Dan Richmond: I believe it was approximately an acre.

Paula Clair: An acre?

Chairman Robert Dee: Well, as I said, lets break this down, okay. I'd like to start with one 
point.

Dan Richmond: If I can just address- yes.

Chairman Robert Dee: One point.

Dan Richmond: Yes, Mr. Dee.

Chairman Robert Dee: One point. I think we should solve the issue first, of that this was taken 
or, you know by eminent domain or for public use. That's what I'd like to do because going for- 
that would make a difference on what type of variances you would need.

Dan Richmond: Sure. I don't think there's any debate that the property that, Cold Spring 
obtained this property for the purposes of a public use. I think the issue is, Mr. Meyer’s has 
raised, he said that the word taking can only mean eminent domain, even though the word 
eminent domain doesn't appear in the 1957 code. Again, as we pointed out, taken is just a past 
participle of to acquire, such as people commonly say when they acquire property, “I took title to 
my house”. When did, you know, I can ask anyone on this board, when did you take title to your 
house? And anyone, without batting an eye, would say, well it wasn't eminent domain but I took 
title by, you know in 2000...

Leonard Lim: Is there a difference between taken and given? I mean they keep drilling out the 
word taken but I don't, it wasn't taken. I don't quite get it yet.

Adam Rodd: That's the ambiguity. I mean no, I don't believe, in the record, that we have 
evidence of the circumstances of how the Village of Cold Spring acquired or took this property 
51, more than 50 years ago. So, there's an ambiguity in the language of the code. It does not use, 
Mr. Richmond is correct, the code does not employ the term eminent domain in the 1957 code. 
So, there's, there's an ambiguity and it's up to the board to interpret that.

Paula Clair: I just want to mention that currently, when land is needed for pipelines, a lot of 
times, well, first of all they can take it by an eminent domain if they want to. However, a lot of 
times they negotiate with the landowner so it's not, and they make an agreement with the
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landowner, so it's not taken by eminent domain, it’s taken by an agreement between the company 
and the landowner and we don't know that that didn't happen here.

I
Chairman Robert Dee: Let me ask you a question. I read some of Mr. Martino's Memorandum 
of law and taking analyzed and one of the things he says is the Village of Cold Spring clearly 
lays out that is a typical acquisition by a municipality without any force or any type of legal 
proceedings or the use of the prescribed statutory process for eminent domain. It was in fact an 
arm's length transaction between two willing parties. This important fact is reinforced by the fact 
that the sellers, Ralph and Cyril O'Neil, sold over a dozen parcels of their land holdings 
immediately surrounding the subject parcel between 1965 and 1967 indicating that this was not 
an anomaly. His sellers were selling all their properties and that the transaction with the Village 
of Cold Spring was just another transaction. Is that correct, that statement?

Dan Richmond: Well, no there are, I think there are a variety of errors. I mean, I'd start out first 
the, in that sentence that you read where it talked about for statutory proceedings, etc., that's all a 
gloss that the Meyer’s are seeking to add on to the 1957 code. And again, as we've pointed out 
repeatedly throughout this process, the Court of Appeals has repeatedly said that when new 
language, quote, and I’m quoting from the Chemical Specialties Manufacturers versus Jorling, 
Justice Court of Appeals, “new language cannot be imported into a statute to give it a meaning 
not otherwise found.” And again, as the court said again, you cannot quote “amend a statute by 
inserting words that are not there.” So, I think this starts when you add words like force, eminent 
domain, statutory proceedings. I understand that's a gloss that they think is helpful to their 
argument but it's not in a 1957 code. I think you have to again, as we pointed out, look at the 
plain language of the code. The plain language of the code is taken. I think that just means took 
title, acquired, and again as we have pointed out Cold Spring, clearly, I think the circumstances 
we have provided evidence of this, that the Board of Trustees in approving the acquisition, 
specifically stated that such land was vital and an important link to the connection, the proposed 
New York City water supply. And I don't know about all the other sales that went on about that 
property but I think it's clear, as Mrs. Clair pointed out, that the, this is commonly a situation 
where a municipality or a governmental entity may want to acquire property and it may not, at 
the end of the day, be through whatever they say, force, or statutory proceedings, or that it may 
be, you know, through some other kind of exercise of governmental authority, which is what 
happened here.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, let me ask you another thing in Mr. Martino’s - he says, in 
addition, your October 25th, 27th denial letter of Greg Wunner, he’s our code enforcement officer, 
he agrees with our analysis and that the word taken in land use (inaudible) is generally 
understood to mean a taking by eminent domain or at least an involuntary extraction, and if this 
definition is accepted, then the property is not a legal non-conforming lot and an area variance is 
needed. He goes on to say that the 1957 code did not expressly state that the taking must be by 
eminent domain and that there could be an ambiguity in the language. As we have stated above 
there could be no ambiguity here.

Dan Richmond: Who says that.. .that’s not in his letter. You’re reading from the Meyer’s 
submission.
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Chairman Robert Dee: I’m reading Martino’s thing. What they’re trying to say is, my guess is- 

Dan Richmond: Well I think it’s important-

Chairman Robert Dee: What I’m trying to say is, I'd like to settle this first.

Dan Richmond: Sure.

Chairman Robert Dee: With the Board. Okay, whether this was taken or whether this was for 
public use. So, I'd like to give Mr. Martino a chance to speak on that, just the one issue. I'm 
talking about taken and public use. Okay.

Douglas Martino: I just wanted to make note. You asked the question about what happened 
between 1965 and 67 when the O'Neil's was selling property. That's the fact; that's in the land 
records of the town here so, council didn't answer the question but in fact that's what happened. 
O'Neil’s sold their property for, over the course of a number of years, to various entities 
including the Town of Cold Spring. The point of the, I think the underlying idea about a taking, 
and the exception in the zoning, in the zoning code is, that when a property owner is, has 
property involuntarily taken from them, there's an exception to the zoning code that allows them 
some of accommodation so they can still use the property because the property was involuntarily 
taken. So, there's some, they're allowed some accommodation to, for the use of their property, 
the way it's configured after the property was involuntarily taken. That's different when you have 
arms lengths transactions between municipality and a property owner. If it was the definition by, 
of taking was to be twisted, and every time a municipality takes property is for a public use, but 
that's not this, that doesn't make it a tantamount to a taking, an involuntarily eminent domain 
procedure, that's statutory procedure. That was not done in this case; it was not taken. It was, it 
was an arm's length transaction between two, two entities, one of which happened to, happens to 
be a municipality. The definition as in the code tracks the, the takings Clause of the Fifth 
Amendment. There's not one case that I could find that, that finds, that contradicts that definition 
of what a taking is; it's an involuntarily, involuntary acquisition taking a property from a, by a 
municipality through the statutory process, which was not done in this case. So that's the short 
answer to that question and I'm not going to give you the case law because the case law is 
endless in terms of-

Chairman Robert Dee: Right. I can see that. I’m just trying to, I wanna handle this one point at 
a time because it is, there’s a lot of points here.

Douglas Martino: Certainly. Sure.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. So, I guess, thank you, that’ll be good. So, legally, Mr. Rodd 
what's your opinion?

Adam Rodd: Well, it's a matter of interpretation for the board. That's your decision but you 
know, my recommendation would be, you know, that's obviously one issue that the board is 
going to have to deal with as to whether this is a preexisting non-conforming lot or not and then
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proceed to the various area variances, and I would consider them in the context of, it either is a 
preexisting non-conforming lot or not.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. I guess the issue before the board, the first point would be to 
make a decision on whether this was taken or- the ambiguity in the law is for public purpose. 
Anybody have any more questions or information they want to, need for that or?

Adam Rodd: I would, my recommendation would be to complete the public hearing, there's a 
lot of materials to-

Chairman Robert Dee: I understand that but how we gonna go forward because it makes a 
difference on how many variances he needs.

Adam Rodd: I would hear the applicant out on each and every variance.

Chairman Robert Dee: I, it's just (inaudible) confusing because I'll tell you why, and you know, 
there’s probably 4 or 5, how many variances would you need? 3, 3 or 4?

Dan Richmond: If you agree it’s a nonconforming lot-

Chairman Robert Dee: See that's the point. If we agree it’s a nonconforming lot, I agree with 
you 100% so, the only way we can agree- because the building inspector doesn't know- so the 
only way that we can do it, it would be to make a decision on whether their land was taken or not 
taken. That would make a difference on how many variances you needed. Is that correct or not?

Dan Richmond: Yeah, we would need 5 if it’s not, but again, Mr. Chair, I would ask you, the 
board to- you know we do need 5, we would need 5 lots if your board did not agree with us that 
there's an ambiguity in the code.

Chairman Robert Dee: Otherwise there’d be 4.

Dan Richmond: 2.

Chairman Robert Dee: I'm sorry?

Dan Richmond: We would need, if you agreed with us that it’s a legal non-conforming lot 
because of the ambiguity in the code, we would need a front yard setback variance-

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay.

Dan Richmond: -and impervious surface variance.

Chairman Robert Dee: So, you’d only need 2.

Dan Richmond: Just those 2. If you did not agree with us, we would also need lot area, rear yard 
setback, and road frontage.
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Chairman Robert Dee: And road frontage.

Dan Richmond: Right.

Adam Rodd: Well (inaudible) setback. The letter from the code enforcement officer indicates 
that you do not need a road frontage variance.

Chairman Robert Dee: That's correct.

Dan Richmond: If we don't-

Adam Rodd: You don't need a road frontage variance.

Chairman Robert Dee: I’ll read the the paragraph for you. It says, the applicants, this is from 
Greg Wunner, this is your exhibit A on, from your November 3rd. From his letter it says that, last 
page, it says, the applicant’s property is accessed via a driveway off a private road, Douglas 
Lane. Under town code, chapter 112, when property is accessed by a right-of-way or easement, 
as opposed to a public road or roadway, on a filed map, in an approved subdivision, it is 
necessary to obtain an open development area permit from the building inspector or the Planning 
Board before a building permit may be issued. However, it is not necessary to seek a variance 
from the ZBA in regards to the access of a private road. I guess what I'm trying to say is-

Adam Rodd: Public road.

Chairman Robert Dee: Public Road. So which building inspector do you have to get this open 
development from? Do you know?

Dana Simmons: We already got it.

Adam Rodd: Well, well yeah. They don't need, just to be clear, the applicant does not need a 
variance from this board for road frontage. That's, it, you need- that is not dependent on whether 
it's a preexisting, non-conforming lot or not. There was no road frontage requirement in 1957, so 
they don't need that. My suggestion is to hear the applicant, because the application does speak 
in the alternative. Their position is, this is a preexisting, non-conforming lot and they don't need 
a variance for lot area. However, and I don't want to put words in your mouth, to the extent the 
board would find that it's not a preexisting, non-conforming lot, one of the items of relief that 
they're seeking for, if the board would find that, was an area variance, a lot area variance. 
Correct?

Dan Richmond: Yes (inaudible).

Adam Rodd: So, my recommendation is, make your presentation and we'll hear the other side in 
terms of entitlement to- let's say it is not a pre-existing, non-conforming lot, you're still seeking- 
I'm just throwing that out as a hypothetical, understanding that the board is not willed one way or 
the other, your application materials still makes the case for a variance for lot area, still makes an
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application for a front yard setback, which you will need whether it's a preexisting, non- 
conforming lot or not, still making an application for impervious surface coverage, and to the 
extent it's not a preexisting, non-conforming lot, you're seeking a rear yard setback.

Dan Richmond: Yes.

Adam Rodd: So...

Dan Richmond: And again, I would ask the board to grant the, even if it occurs with us that this 
is a pre-existing lot, it should still opine that those variances should be granted because again, 
under the totality of the relevant circumstances, ultimately this is a house like any other. So, for 
example, with respect to the, let's take the front yard setback. Again, the front yard setback is, 
again, essentially a technicality. The code enforcement officer determined our front yard, had 
measured it from the municipal line that cuts through the property line but in fact, the, you know 
if you look at your code, the code talks about the front, the front yard being measured from either 
the road or the middle of the road. So, we would think that, again, you would have to measure it 
from there, either way, but again, the reality is that there is property in the village that effectively 
gives this, sets the house back 70 feet back from the road. So again, while yes it may be, under 
the code enforcement officer that might be 100% variance but again, as the case law says, you 
have to look at the totality of the relevant circumstances, how is this going to be in the real 
purpose, ultimately getting down to the balancing of the benefit to the applicant versus the harm 
to the community. And I would submit, the harm to the community from that variance is de 
minimis while the benefit of the variances to the applicant are great. (Inaudible) lot area I know, 
for example, that the Meyer’s have, you know, in their most recent submission, have asked your 
board just to look at the village portion of the property, just .55 and based on that have come out 
with an assertion that, well that's, you know, one of- they said the smallest, makes that the 
smallest lot in the area. It ignores the fact that there is an additional .88 acres in the village and 
that, and the reality, as the public would experience, is the totality of the relevant circumstances. 
It's a 1.4-acre lot and as you, if you look at even the analysis that the Meyer’s submitted 18 or 
67% of the lots that they show contain two acres or less, all the lots that they analyzed have an 
average lot of 2.27 acres, so that places our lot right in the middle of the analysis.

Leonard Lim: On which side of the line is it, Philipstown or Nelsonville? Or is this totally? You 
keep (inaudible).

Dan Richmond: Well I think, so when you're dealing with the bulk requirement that's just 
within your jurisdiction, technically, as the code enforcement officer is, that's measured just by 
the .55 acres that's in the town. What I'm saying is, the case law requires the board to consider 
totality of the relevant circumstances.

Leonard Lim: What I’m asking is, the other lots in the area, in Philipstown are a certain acreage 
or the ones in Nelsonville are different acreage?

Vincent Cestone: Which ones are you talking about?

Dan Richmond: Glenn do you want to speak to that?
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CROSSTALK - INAUDIBLE

Glenn Watson: Glennon Watson. The, what was analyzed, there were some in the village, some 
in just the town.

Paula Clair: In looking at the maps, I noticed that most of the smaller lots were in Nelsonville.

Glenn Watson: I think that’s correct.

Paula Clair: However, there were lots in Philipstown that were far less than 10 acres. I saw 3 
acres, 5 acres.

Glenn Watson: That’s correct.

Paula Clair: Yeah, so I think he's talking about the Nelsonville lots when he's talking about 
percentages that he-

Glenn Watson: It's a combination. The 24 lots that were analyzed were, some were in, just in 
the town and some were in Nelsonville.

Paula Clair: Okay.

Dan Richmond: Overall, I think both the surrounding community in the village and the town 
needs to be factored in, again, in the totality the circumstances because that's the surrounding 
community.

Vincent Cestone: Can you do us a favor, when you’re talking about property in Nelsonville, can 
you tell us that before you go on about it because it's confusing otherwise.

Dan Richmond: Okay.

Vincent Cestone: Okay, thank you.

Dan Richmond: Are there any other questions? You know, again, I'm happy to walk through all 
the variances if you want me to go through them.

Chairman Robert Dee: No, I think we, we think we know what variances you need. I guess, on 
the advice of the attorney, I guess we would be, if we’re gonna give it we’ve got to, we have to 
consider all variances, which would be the five variances.

Dan Richmond: Okay great.

Paula Clair: 4.

Dan Richmond: All right.
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Chairman Robert Dee: You know, I mean you know, that would probably be the safest way to 
do it, you know, because otherwise we're gonna have to make a decision, were gonna have to 
make a lot of decisions here because, was this taken, was it not taken, you know, I mean, you 
know. Again, the building inspector doesn't know whether it's, you know, it's conforming or 
nonconforming, so there's a lot of things that have to be...

Dan Richmond: Right.

Chairman Robert Dee: .. .taken here by the board.

Dan Richmond: Alright, so I think the next thing to consider is, I know the Meyer’s have 
suggested this would be the largest house in the area, which again, I think is a misrepresentation 
which we pointed out in our February submission, the one that we handed up last week. I think it 
appears to misleadingly rely on livable area that's posted on the county Image Mate data, which 
tends to overstate square footage to the building, understate square footage of buildings, 
undercounts things, for example, such as finished basements and garages. For example, the 
Meyer’s, the footprint of their property, as we showed in a survey, is approximately 4,000 feet. 
So, I think it doesn't actually represent if you just base it on the livable area they're showing 
based on (inaudible) doesn't show the actual size and (inaudible) effect. I think the reality is this 
house would be much more in, would be in conformity with the prevailing community character. 
I'd like to have Susan Green if vou-

Chairman Robert Dee: Before you do that-

Dan Richmond: Sure.

Chairman Robert Dee: Before you do that, I wanted, I’ll all arrange the schedule, okay. Before 
I do that, I want to have Mr. Martino speak. So, I want you to give me all your-

Dan Richmond: Well part of our argument is, you know, the effect that this house would have, 
again, because I think that's ultimately what it comes down to. What's the effect of the granting 
these variances, how it would have on the community. Does the benefit of granting them to the 
applicant outweigh the detriment to any alleged by the community? I think it would be important 
to hear from Ms. Green at this point who can explain the character of the house she would be 
building and how it would fit in to the community.

Chairman Robert Dee: I’ll give her time to talk, not a problem. I just want to do it, I want to do 
it one way. I'm looking for the legalese first, okay, that's what I'm trying to do. That’s why I’m 
talking to the attorney here. So, at this point in time I'd like to ask for Mr. Martino, okay, to 
speak. I know he's in opposition but just give me your points (inaudible).

Douglas Martino: Would you like me to address the question of the taking at this point or? 

Chairman Robert Dee: Well, I think you pretty much addressed the taking, you know.
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Douglas Martino: I don't know what your, what the board is considering in terms of how it’s

Chairman Robert Dee: Well we’re looking, now we have to consider five variances.

Douglas Martino: Well I was, I was going to suggest, Mr. Dee, that at some point you have to 
make a ruling as to whether it was a taking or not.

Chairman Robert Dee: I agree with you.

Douglas Martino: And we have to have a record of this, so, for whatever purposes we need.

Chairman Robert Dee: I agree with you. I’m gonna ask the attorney again. Do we make that 
ruling-?

Adam Rodd: There's no obligation, you're correct, I mean they're gonna have to make, the 
board's gonna have to make that interpretation but they don't have to do that in midstream, in the 
middle of a public hearing.

Douglas Martino: (Inaudible) however you I wanted to, to address it.

Chairman Robert Dee: Well, at this point in time I want to, I'm gonna ask for a closed session, 
to go downstairs to talk to the attorney because I have a lot of confusing questions here. Okay so 
we’ll take about five minutes. I make a motion.

Leonard Lim: Second.

Chairman Robert Dee: All in favor?

Leonard Lim: Aye.

Vincent Cestone: Aye.

Paula Clair: Aye.

Granite Frisenda: Aye.

Chairman Robert Dee: Aye. (8:07pm)

Chairman Robert Dee: (8:26pm) All right we’re back in session. I apologize for the lengthy-

Vincent Cestone: I make a motion to come out of closed session.

Leonard Lim: I’ll second.

Chairman Robert Dee: All in favor?
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Leonard Lim: Aye.

Vincent Cestone: Aye.

Paula Clair: Aye.

Granite Frisenda: Aye.

Chairman Robert Dee: Aye. Okay. I apologize, there are some legal questions here that I 
wanted answers before we proceed. I guess, we were at Misses, you're going to make a 
presentation? On your-

Susan Green: A word or 2.

Chairman Robert Dee: Sure.

Susan Green: I’d be happy to.

Chairman Robert Dee: Your ■■ step up to the microphone if you can. Identify yourself.

Susan Green: Susan Green, the architect of the house. I actually don't think of myself as a spec 
builder. I do houses in Cold Spring sometimes for particular clients and then when I’m between 
houses and I'm itching to work, I sometimes take a bank loan and build a house on my own and 
then try to find a buyer for it. So, my houses all resembled bams. And that's because my first 
desire in building a house is to make a house that fits in. I love Philipstown. I love the rural 
quality. I love the old houses. I started by making houses that look old but old houses have small 
windows; they have low ceilings, they can look wonderful from the outside and authentic from 
the outside, but they can be very dark and dreary inside. So, then I started building houses that 
look like barns and the good thing about that is, you can have a bam on the outside that looks 
completely authentic and yet on the inside, you can still have high ceilings and big windows and 
pleasant place to live. So, the only thing I can say that, is that some sites really do not suit bams, 
but this particular site really does. It's a big open field with a stone wall and it's just the kind of 
place where a farmer would have put his bam in the first place. I'll just say what-

Chairman Robert Dee: These are the property from looking up from the top of the hill looking 
down? Is that what it is?

Susan Green: This is standing where the house will be. And this one’s looking North, so 
Montrest is behind these trees. This is, this would be Moffatt Road here. This is (inaudible) that 
you can see. This is standing in the same spot and looking towards the Meyer’s house, which is 
here; the back of the Meyer’s house is here. It's about, it's longer than a football field away from 
my house, about 360 or something like that. This is the back of their house the front of their 
house faces the river.

Unknown: No, you’ve got that backwards.
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Glenn Watson: That’s not right Susan. That’s the front of the house; you drive up to the front of 
their house.

Susan Green: Oh okay. But the view is the other way so that’s why I thought that it was the 
front sorry.

Chairman Robert Dee: (Inaudible) the microphone there. Are you finished or?

Susan Green: Yeah, so I'll just say also that, apparently it was spoken about me last time that I 
was fined on a project on Jaycox Road and that's true. It was very early; it was in the mid-90s. It 
was about my second house, I paid my fine, I never did it again. It never happened again. It was 
one time only.

Leonard Lim: What was the fine for?

Susan Green: For cutting trees on a slope.

Chairman Robert Dee: She built 2 houses. You were building 2 houses (inaudible).

Susan Green: I built two houses; the first one there was no problem at all. It was actually 
misreported in the newspaper. It was the second house that I cut some trees in the back. 

Chairman Robert Dee: You payed for that.

Susan Green: I paid for it and we planted trees.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, thank you.

Susan Green: Thank you.

Chairman Robert Dee: Who would like to speak? Mr., you’re the mayor, right? Mr.?

Bill O’Neill: I am.

Chairman Robert Dee: Yes, come up please.

Bill O’Neill: Good evening Mr. Chairman, members of the board, my name is Bill O'Neill, I am 
the mayor of Nelsonville and first of all let me compliment you and the board. Having served on 
such a board, it’s a thankless job but you folks have worked very hard and done very well and on 
behalf of the community I want to say thank you. As you may recall, the original application for 
this property was, the bulk of the building would have been in within the Village of Nelsonville. 
Now our zoning up there is...

Chairman Robert Dee: (Inaudible)

Bill O’Neill: Sorry?
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Chairman Robert Dee: (Inaudible)

Bill O’Neill: Yeah but it did shift. The second application which came to...

Chairman Robert Dee: Can we put the whole thing in Nelsonville?

Bill O’Neill: Well you can't because our zoning would prohibit it. Which is precisely the point, 
that we have Mountain Residential zoning there which is a two-acre zoning. I believe that the, 
had the application gone through the Village of Nelsonville, based on our history, we would have 
turned it down. Now, I'm sympathetic to the applicant, of course, but I would point out that this 
property, originally O’Neill, no relation to me, too bad, was McGill, the McGill estate. That 
property, historically, was apportioned for a member of the McGill family. Now subsequent, that 
was sold to Vicky Hayes, she had purchased that property and she wanted to build a home there. 
And for some reason, I can only speculate why, she decided that she would sell the property.
Now our zoning in Nelsonville removed this whole concept of grandfathering so that the 
argument is frequently made, and I would agree with counsel, you have to look at the totality and 
that's basically what we're looking at in terms of what we've done in the Village. The reality is, it 
seems to me and this is a position we have taken, that if you don't enforce your zoning, you don't 
have zoning. And if it were a simple case with some, someone had owned this property for a 
number of years and finally decided they wanted to build, I would understand being sympathetic. 
However, the purchase of this property was by a sophisticated buyer, who claimed, originally, 
was not aware of the dual jurisdictions there, which I find somewhat hard to believe, you know 
we all make mistakes but that's a pretty big one. So, I think that in terms of looking at this as if I 
was sitting there, I have no ill-will against the applicant. There's not a question of trying to 
prevent them from deriving value from the land. The primary motivation I would have is to 
preserve the integrity of the zoning. And the reality is, this was discussed at the board here 
somewhat, that you establish a precedent. And you may say this will not affect the next 
applicant; it will, because the next applicant will argue that you did provide relief here, therefore 
I want relief. If you don't grant that, it goes to court and then the courts find that. So, that's one of 
the first points that I wanted to make here. It's never an easy decision but we're here to serve our 
community, which is undergoing tremendous stress and will see more stress. The other point that 
I wanted to make is on this point of the imperviousness of the soil on that lot. Well I can attest to 
that. I have a photograph here, which if counsel wishes to see it first, of the Douglas Lane. If 
there is heavy rain, there is a lot of runoff, to the extent that that runoff goes across Moffat Road 
and into my front yard, I live across the street, and has cut a trough in my front yard, down past 
my well, in the front yard. Now the former owner, Ms. Hayes, said she would undertake some 
action to prevent that from happening in the future; she did not. So, my concern is, if there is a 
house up there with a septic system and there is this runoff taking place there, that it seems to me 
there is at least a potential there to have a contaminated runoff. Now I know the argument would 
be that it got Board of Health approval. Well Board of Health's make mistakes too and the reality 
is that there is severe runoff on this, if I might.

Leonard Lim: Can I see?

Bill O’Neill: That was take a few weeks ago.
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Chairman Robert Dee: This is water coming down Douglas Lane? Is that what tis is?

Bill O’Neill: Douglas Lane. Yes, it pours over and runs down Moffatt Road, and if it's heavy 
rain, every storm it runs across Moffatt Road onto my front lawn. And as I said, I asked the 
former owner, Vicki Hayes, to address that issue, she did not. So, as I say, my contention here is 
that this whole concept of grandfathering and so forth, from the research that I have done, not 
case law but on a number of municipal publications and journals, municipalities by and large are 
abandoning that. And the reason they are is quite simple, because while that grandfathering may 
have worked at a particular point in time, it no longer works because for the same issue, you 
can’t control your zoning. And if you can't control your zoning, then you don't have zoning. So, 
here I would argue that, as unpleasant as it can be, I think your first impulse has to be, look at 
what is going on in Philipstown. This is not an unsophisticated buyer here that you can say, well 
we have somebody here that was, as we used to say on Wall Street, is a ‘comatose buyer’. This is 
not the case; the purchaser of that land should have been well aware of the issues there. And 
finally, you know, I'd like to point out that this issue of, our zoning and in Nelsonville, which is 
to two-acre, your zoning is ten. And again, if this were a minor, and this has been argued before 
our boards where we have granted slight variances in area size but like on an order of magnitude 
of 5%. This blows that completely away. So, I would suggest in the interest of this community 
that, you know, we need to hold the line on this one and unfortunately for an applicant, that's not 
what they want to hear, but I think it's what they need to hear. Thank you very much.

Chairman Robert Dee: Thank you. Anybody else like to speak on this? Anybody else wanna 
speak? Just identify yourself please. At the microphone.

Randy Florke: Yes, hi I'm Randy Florke. Thank you for letting me speak as this is my second 
chance to speak. I'm in a way going to echo the mayor of Nelsonville. I am a real estate broker at 
my own agency and a developer. I am Pro building, normally. Vicky Hayes approached me 
about buying the land directly before she listed it and I did some research and they said I 
couldn't, it wasn't developable. So, I was like, I wasn't interested. And then I believe, I may be 
wrong, but I think that when Ms. Green bought the property, it was sold to her, both, the 
company she bought it from represented the seller and the buyer. So, I think there was an interest 
to not disclose things because they wanted the sale to go through. And as a sophisticated buyer, I 
think Ms. Green should have known and done due diligence with an attorney and would have 
never signed a contract prior to getting approval to build on this property, and a board of health 
is not enough when you're dealing with a property with this many issues. And I think that, you 
know, if this were just any old person walking off the street that had never built a house before, 
they may not be as informed as that but she has built several houses in the area and should have 
known. And I hate to say this, but I think the only conclusion can be is that, they felt that it was 
better to kind of ask forgiveness after the fact and hope that the board was not sophisticated 
enough to figure out these issues. That's the only conclusion I can come to because otherwise, I 
think that, you know, there would have done it ahead of time but they were willing to do the risk 
and I think that is a dangerous thing. And in the last meeting it was suggested that the aqueduct 
was full of trees and stuff, and as I mentioned, the DEC or DEP, I forget which one manages it, 
DEC, is starting to clear-cut that so that they can monitor that by helicopter and they can't
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because of the growth and they've taken out a lot already, they still have more to go, but they've 
taken out a lot.

Chairman Robert Dee: I’ve seen that, I was up there.

Randy Florke: You were up there so it's, I'm not exaggerating, and so, the setback variance, you 
know, up against the stone wall, like, it's very much visible and blocks the view and it was 
argued last time that the view point didn't matter because you couldn't see the river. I would 
certainly argue that the mountains are equally as beautiful as the river and if you put a blunt 
structure there, that is impeding the views, and so I think, like, having it up against the aqueduct 
and the stone walls, which I mean you walk out our front door, look out of our stairwell window 
or whatever, you can clearly see it. And I, and so I would argue that it is not just the river that is 
the view, it is also. So, I think that, in conclusion, is most of my points. Thank you for indulging. 

Chairman Robert Dee: Thank you. Yes. Mr. Healy I think, right?

Josh Meyer: Mr. Meyer.

Chairman Robert Dee: Meyer. I’m sorry.

Josh Meyer: Yes, thank you. That's okay. I appreciate it.

Chairman Robert Dee: (Inaudible)

Josh Meyer: That's okay. All right, thank you very much. I appreciate the opportunity to talk 
and just say a few words, and I have written a few down but I do feel, at the end of the day, you 
have heard me speak about this a number of times at this point. Our family feels, as well as the 
neighbors, that this is a matter of right and wrong. This is just a matter of, it's a very simple 
issue. It's trying to be over complicated, we feel, by the applicant. They're trying to make the 
neighbors in the area out to be bad people just because we're just asking for the enforcement of 
the zoning code and they feel that we've held them up but, like I said, we felt that certain things 
have been misrepresented or tried to be glossed over and we've just asked for, plain and simple, 
for what's on the books, written in the code to be enforced. And the question, our question is, 
what is the message the board would be sending by granting any variances? Is it to ask for 
forgiveness rather than asking for permission? Don't do any due diligence on the property you'd 
like to purchase, even if you're an experienced developer? Build a two and a half story house at 
the top of the highest point on the property to maximize your view of the mountains and 
disregard the visual intrusion and negative visual impacts on the area's visual aesthetics? Is it to 
allow someone to come in, they already have three-bedroom septic, and immediately apply for a 
4-bedroom septic to maximize the size of the house, and obviously their profit, on the site? And 
does that seem like the sign of somebody who's interested in putting an appropriately sized home 
on proportionately the smallest lot in the neighborhood? What it says to us is that they want to 
maximize the size of the house, and obviously their profit, on a lot that's 95% too small in the 
neighborhood, and then claim that they didn't know any better. Is it to allow someone to build on 
a landlocked piece of property in the town without access within the town to a town road, which 
is required pursuant to 280A of the town law. And don't worry if you have any self-inflicted
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hardships requiring unprecedented variances in the town, they would just worry about the 
variances later. And if you meet any resistance just hire your attorneys and fight it like crazy. 
This developer has no one to blame but herself on this. She, as Mr. Florke said, she went out 
there and attempted to do this without doing the due diligence. And not every piece of property 
in the town is buildable, including this one. Variances shouldn’t be an afterthought. The Zoning 
Board should not be an afterthought, and the zoning code itself should not be an afterthought. 
And the question in our mind is whether the town is willing to reward this type of behavior. 
When we brought up the fact that the developer blatantly disregarded the conditions set forth on 
Jaycox Road, and I even believed that that’s sort of been glossed over at this point, the neighbors 
came out in full force against the way that she handled the first house and they asked the 
Planning Board - she went and she had the first house, she subdivided it, and then when they 
went to do the next one, the neighbors came out in full force and said, don't do what you did on 
the last one; don't clear-cut the trees. Planning Board put those specific conditions in and she 
blatantly disregarded it. When she was called on it, she just didn't pay the fine, she took them to 
a full trial and ultimately, as a result of that, they found her guilty of that. So, it wasn't just that it 
was a mistake. She went, she moved forward. She was specifically called out on that. In response 
to that in the paperwork, in response to our submission, the applicant’s attorney indicated that 
she's built seven or eight houses. So, fine, great, we understand that; so, she should have known 
better on this property, we believe that. Nelsonville, when it did, as the mayor said, Nelsonville, 
this did come before the Nelsonville ZBA and we believe that, as the mayor said, that the 
applicant got the message. They felt that it was clear, the ZBA was coming out, they were 
saying, and the mayor, and one of the trustees, back in March when the applicant was before this 
board-

Chairman Robert Dee: Was that when the house was in the center?

Johs Meyer: That's correct, yes. And the mayor and one of the trustees came out at that March 
meeting and said the village is not in favor of this; this is not what our zoning calls for and we're 
going to request that it be scrutinized, and the developer got the message. So, what did they do? 
No one forced them, they moved it into the town. And that is basically called forum shopping; 
they were looking for the path of least resistance on this. Nobody told them they had to do it. 
They're trying to put it up anyhow, on the highest point, to maximize any mountain views that 
they have. So, this isn't that the zoning code needs to be modified or anything else, it's the project 
or the applicants approach to this project that needs to be modified. The zoning code isn't broken. 
It's just that her approach to this is indicating that she wants it completely bent in order to favor 
what she wants to do. So, the community and the neighborhood’s asking this board to send a 
message; not every piece of property in the town can be developed. And for purchasers, 
especially experienced ones, to do their due diligence prior to purchasing the property. So, don't 
maximize the size of the house to make it the largest house on, proportionately on the smallest 
lot in the neighborhood. Do not maximize the visual intrusion on top of the hill, it's the highest 
portion of the property, just to maximize your view of the mountains. And do not immediately 
come in and increase the size of the septic to four bedrooms, when you already had three 
bedrooms septic approval, causing the septic field on the property to actually be larger, forcing 
the location of the house to be even more narrowly defined. And did the applicant offer to sell 
the property to the neighbors as the case law requires? As one of the alternatives the case law 
asks that the applicant look and see if one of the neighbors will purchase it. Did she offer to
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move it down the hill, to try to get into Nelsonville and complete that process? She didn't do that. 
What options did she pursue and did she put in any contingencies in her contract to sale to say, 
I'm going to go out and see if I can get a building permit from the town and if I can't, then I won't 
purchase the property? She just went out and purchased it and move forward. So, when the 
developer and the builder came in at that March meeting Mr. Lim actually asked applicant, 
what's the size of the property? It seems like a very basic question, pretty straightforward, as 
simple as it gets. And the response was, and you can read it in the minutes, was the builder said 2 
or 2-ish and the developer said 2.1, when the actual size of the property in Philipstown is 0.55 
acres. It’s 0.884 acres in the village, for a total 1.434 acres total, not 2.1. That's 33% larger than, 
that couldn't be a more simple question that you asked. And so, to say that it's 2.1 acres when 
you've owned it for quite a period of time just seems to be- can anybody honestly say that that 
was just a mistake, that it was 2.1 acres, it wouldn't seem so. And so, we're asking you, a very 
simple question that I felt that you asked Mr. Chairman, can you consider the Nelsonville 
portion, the 0.88 acres, or do you just have to focus on the 0.55 acres? Town law 261 says that 
the Zoning Board reviews the portions, their zoning controls of the area within the town outside 
of the incorporated villages. I don't know why you would look into Nelsonville. If you want to 
look at the Nelsonville piece I would encourage you to understand all aspects of the Nelsonville 
piece because Douglas Lane that the mayor spoke of, which is the driveway that runs in, it runs 
to my family's property as well as to Mr. Florke’s property, is actually on the, on their property 
in Nelsonville; it's 20 feet wide by approximately 600 feet long of which the developer owns. 
That's over a quarter acre, almost a third of an acre, is the driveway. It can't be built on. So the 
actual size of the lot is not 0.884, that's the actual size of the lot, but the driveway takes up- that’s 
not, it's not adjacent to the driveway. The driveway and Douglas Lane is actually part of the 
parcel, so it's more like 0.55; it's half an acre, it might be smaller, what you can build on, then the 
Nelsonville piece. So I'd encourage you to, fully on, if you're going to count that or try to build it 
into the conversation, that it’s 1.434 acres, it would seem that you would want to understand all 
aspects, what can be built on in Nelsonville, what they feel like because otherwise, when you 
really do understand it, it's much smaller, potentially smaller, that could be utilized for this piece. 
So, the Town Board increased this zoning in the area to 10 acres. That was in recognition of the 
spirit and intent of the Comprehensive Plan. The zoning code is there to apply the comprehensive 
plan. And the whole point is, of the Comprehensive Plan is, to preserve and protect the scenic 
and environmental attributes of the property in the rural conservation zoning areas of the town, 
and that's what this is in, rural conservation, which is ten acres. As you're aware, pursuant to the 
town's natural resource and open space protection plan, this property is located within the state
wide area of scenic significance and also visible from a significant viewpoint. As we stated in 
our January 29th submission, the parcels also in the town scenic overlay protection district and is 
adjacent to and visible from a property listed on the National Register of Historic Places, which 
is the Healy property. It was, In the response to our submission, the applicant indicated that just 
the house is in the historic place, historic list but we do have the application and it shows the 
entire property, even though it w as in separate parcels, is on the National Registry of Historic 
Places. So, it can easily be seen, we could see it right from Libby Healy's house. You can see 
right through where the house will be located and so it's clear that this will be visible from many 
places on that parcel of property . And we believe-

Chairman Robert Dee: Mr. Healy, I understand and I'm gonna cut your shot a little bit, Okay. 
I'll give you another five or ten minutes and that’s it.
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Josh Meyer: Five minutes, I need less than five.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, all right.

Josh Meyer: I appreciate that, there's just, I was cut short last time for the cell tower, so you just 
want to get it-

Chairman Robert Dee: You’ll have plenty of time.

Josh Meyer: Okay I appreciate it.

Chairman Robert Dee: Don’t start that on me.

Josh Meyer: Yeah, I won't, I won’t. I have two paragraphs to go. Okay, you got it. I appreciate, 
you just, I appreciate it, thank you. So, as we stated in the past if we were to approve these 
variances, the precedent this board would set would have significant substantial consequence for 
future parcels in similarly situated circumstances. If you were to grant the requested variances, 
we have no doubt that the developer would go to Cold Spring tomorrow and request to purchase 
that parcel that is immediately adjacent to this one, she would have every reason to. That parcel 
is larger than this one and has sufficient frontage on Moffat Road, so they’d need even fewer 
variances on that one. She believed she would not need to come to the board first; she'd take it 
from any decision here tonight approving the variances that the message is, that due diligence is 
not necessary and the precedent would dictate, based on this parcel being larger and having 
frontage and not being landlocked, that she will more likely than not get her approvals otherwise, 
and the result would be two houses on 1.22 acres. So, the Cold Spring parcel and this parcel that 
she owns combined would be 1.22 acres and what you'll end up with, based on precedent, is two 
houses, that's collectively zoned for twenty acres, on 1.22 acres, and that's what the precedent 
would be. And we feel it shouldn't be about the board's gut reaction or personal feelings about 
denying the developer the right to use her property. We believe that what we previously 
submitted and through the comments we've heard here tonight, that we've provided you with 
every opportunity and all the necessary information that you need to deny this application and 
the variances, through the analysis of the five factors. Finally, last paragraph-

Chairman Robert Dee: (Inaudible)

Josh Meyer: You're welcome. It's about complying with the zoning law, and more importantly, 
the comprehensive plan. We can understand bending the law to accommodate someone looking 
to work with the neighborhood and the community and building an appropriately sized residence 
that blends in with the neighborhood. But someone with this track record, and someone who 
should have known better, asking for forgiveness rather than permission and requesting 
unprecedented variances, just because she did not want to perform the due diligence that anyone 
else in the community is required to perform, should not be permitted to do so. Deliberate 
ignorance should not be encouraged by the board and she should not receive a windfall for that 
deliberate ignorance. What type of message does that send to others? We are asking the board 
not to set a precedent in the town and not to choose developers over residents and the
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environment and the rural nature of this part of the community. I'd submit that this is not the 
message we should be sending as a community as to how to develop property in the town and we 
believe the zoning code and the comprehensive plan unmistakably supports this position.

Chairman Robert Dee: Thank you.

Josh Meyer: Thank you very much.

Chairman Robert Dee: Mr. Richmond. I’m sure you want to...

Dan Richmond: Thank you very much Mr. Chair. I would just briefly like to respond to some 
of the points that were raised. First of all, I do want to point out, I think this Zoning Board, more 
than anyone else knows, that it has a function in this society. It has a function under the town 
code and that's to provide relief where the zoning code leads to unjust results. To say, to come 
before the zoning board to say, well you're bound to strictly adhere to the zoning code; if that 
were it and this board were just a rubber stamp, I think you know that that's not what the code 
was meant to be. Again, I think the board is, as I think some of the speakers recognized, under an 
obligation here to look at the totality of the circumstances and I think we've shown, the totality of 
the circumstances show that this house would be a house that would fit in with the neighborhood. 
In terms of the precedent I heard some, I mean let's be honest, I think we've all been doing 
zoning for a while; this is a pretty unprecedented situation, I'm not sure we'll ever see replicated 
in our lifetime. It's a parcel that's in two different municipalities that we think was is a legal, non- 
conforming lot. I don't think that's a legitimate concern either, respectfully, although I understand 
why they would raise it. I would also point out the reason we did go, you're right we started in 
Nelsonville, and it was not because we read the (inaudible) we had, as a result of that meeting, 
had some very constructive discussions with staff both in the town and in the village and as a 
result of that, that's why the house was pushed into Nelsonville. It was felt, I think by all sides- 

Chairman Robert Dee: Philipstown.

Dan Richmond: Philipstown, yes, I'm sorry. That this would be-

Chairman Robert Dee: That’s okay. I sent you to Nelsonville.

Dan Richmond: You sent us, right, right. Yes, we got, and I think the feeling was we were just 
going to be playing, being ping-ponged for the rest of time and that it took- 

Chairman Robert Dee: (Inaudible)

Dan Richmond: Thank you. So, I think you’re-

Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah, I think, you know I'm really, it’s a shame it's so hard to deal with 
two different municipalities but unfortunately there's different laws, different zoning laws and-

Dan Richmond: Understood.
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Chairman Robert Dee: If you happen to buy a piece of property where the town’s run through 
the middle of it.

Dan Richmond: Right.

Chairman Robert Dee: You know, so I can understand that. Anything else?

Dan Richmond: Glenn I'd like to just briefly address, I know there was a drainage issue raised. I 
think as you've all heard, we already do have Department of Health approval for a septic system,
I think shows that a septic system safely can be used. I think one of the speakers made the point, 
well we switched from the three to four. As we pointed out in our submission, shifting from three 
to four has no impact on the massing of the building or how it would be impacted. One of the 
speakers also talked, while Glenn’s getting ready, just throw out that the rear yard setback, in all 
honesty there, even if trees have been cut down on the aqueduct, that's still 200 feet of buffering.
I mean, so if we're talking about a 50-foot setback, the reality is that, you know, even just even if 
we were requesting a 1 OO-foot variance, there'd still be 200 feet between us and the nearest 
property line.

Chairman Robert Dee: Let me ask you a question.

Dan Richmond: Sure.

Chairman Robert Dee: I got a lot - you've already been not approved but the building inspector 
from Nelsonville says that he's going to give you a driveway permit. Correct?

Dan Richmond: Yeah. Yes, if we get approval.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. In our building inspectors letter, I'm still, don't understand this. 
Okay. It says an open development area permit from the building inspector or the Planning 
Board before a building permit may be issued. So, are you gonna have to get that from 
Nelsonville building inspector? How do you read that?

Dan Richmond: My understanding’s that Mr. Wunner was speaking about, that we would have 
to get that from the town but that would just be a ministerial thing. I mean, I think that was the 
point of-

Chairman Robert Dee: Which town?

Dan Richmond: We would get from the Town of Philipstown.

Chairman Robert Dee: I, my question, no I understand.

Dan Richmond: But then the driveway-

Chairman Robert Dee: Help me with this.
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Dan Richmond: We would have to get a driveway permit from the Village.

Chairman Robert Dee: No, you got, you're gonna get a driveway permit from-

Dan Richmond: The village.

Chairman Robert Dee: Nelsonville.

Dan Richmond: Yes.

Chairman Robert Dee: Right. But this one here says open area, development area permit. Can 
you explain to me what that is?

Dan Richmond: I think that essentially, I mean, Adam, I’m understand that's essentially the 
driveway permit.

Chairman Robert Dee: I don’t know, that doesn't say driveway to me, it says open - he should 
know that.

Glenn Watson: The open development area general regulations of the Town of Philipstown and 
which is available in most towns, or I guess all towns, is a method by which people can access 
multiple lots by a private driveway. And all of the private roads, the ones with the white signs in 
the town that have been created since 1961, are, have been created under the open development 
regulations. There are conditions in those regulations that allow, that mandate that the Planning 
Board approve a new road and approve existing roads under certain circumstances and there's a, 
and thus the driveway permits can be issued. And there's also a circumstance where the building 
inspector has the authority to issue a building permit based on a pre-existing road that serviced a 
driveway, serviced the house. And I don't know the details of how that will be applied in the 
town but it's the process by which you get access via a private road.

Chairman Robert Dee: Right. Alright, I understand he's got the driveway, he's gonna get the 
driveway permit but I don't, what I don't understand is, what are you saying, your open area 
development permit.

Glenn Watson: Well that's the regulation under which that, that he's saying the driveway permit 
would be, it's the open area development.

Chairman Robert Dee: So, you don’t, you don't need an open, you don't need a thing called an 
open area development permit.

Glenn Watson: Like I said, I know there's a way that you might not need it. I don't know what 
the building inspector will do but he's referring-

Chairman Robert Dee: He’s saying you need it.

Glenn Watson: Yeah.
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Dana Simmons: The building inspector in Nelsonville said-

Chairman Robert Dee: Stand up please and identify yourself.

Dana Simmons: I’m Dana Simmons. The building inspector in Nelsonville said, I will give you 
a driveway permit based on the open area development, the, what you're talking-

Chairman Robert Dee: He would-

Dana Simmons: That's what the permit is based on.

Chairman Robert Dee: So that's handled by the Nelsonville building inspector.

Dana Simmons: Correct, that's what the, that’s what-

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay that answers my question. Okay, one second please. I'll get to 
you. Sit down please. Go ahead.

Glenn Watson: All right there's just a couple of things I want to point out to you.

Chairman Robert Dee: He answered my question.

Glenn Watson: Yeah. No, I was getting up for something else when the question came up. 

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay go ahead.

Glenn Watson: I’ll be happy to sit back down if you want me to.

Chairman Robert Dee: Just a little confusing.

Glenn Watson: There have been a couple of things that have been said tonight that are just 
inaccurate. Montrest is 1,400 feet away. If you go onto the website and you look up Montrest, it 
says it's the building and it’s some of the outbuildings. They're on different parcels. 1,400 feet 
away. The notion of impact on a historic building, the primary purpose of those, they’re not 
regulations, in fact you can do anything you want with a historic building if you own it and 
you're just doing it privately, but when you assess impacts on historic buildings, the biggest 
focus, not the only focus, is what can you see when you look at the historic building. Not what, 
to a lesser extent, a much lesser extent, is what is seen from the historic building. If we were to 
deny building permits for everything that could see Montrest or that, I'm sorry excuse me, that 
Montrest could see, it’d be, you know, anything towards, between the, an awful lot of the 
property between Montrest and the river would not be eligible for building permits. The fact is 
that Montrest is situated on a separate piece of property. It was separate in 1909, or no, into 1909 
when the aqueduct came through and those pieces are in separate ownership, still in the family 
but they're in separate ownership. A family trust owns Montrest, the building itself and the land 
it's on. One of Libby Healy’s, Libby Healy's daughter, I think she has two, but her daughter owns
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the other piece and her son, Gordon, owns yet another piece. So, the family has split that 
property up. So, what we're really talking about, to my way of thinking, is the impact from 1,400 
feet away. There's been some indication that I pointed out last month, I’m going to switch horses 
now, that's all I have to say about: Montrest. There was some indication last month that I had said 
that, well you're gonna see over this building and see the river and tonight Mr. Florke said, well 
I'm also interested in seeing the mountains. But, if you can see the river and you look up even 
further higher you'll see the mountains. So, it's what he's going to be looking down, and the 
backdrop for him is going to be the O'Neill's house, it's going to be the former Merante's house, 
maybe we'll see the Levine's house. You may see the, he may already see the Meyer’s house. He 
will see another building, there's no question about it, but it's not going to impede his mountain 
view. One of the things that, so, before I leave that chart. If you see that green patch there, it's 
been implied at least, if not said, that the building is going to be in the historic district, or the 
scenic protection overlay zone, it is not. The property, a portion, that green portion of the 
property, is in the historic overlay zone. I'm going to go over there again. This line that cuts 
about two thirds of that green line, two thirds north of that line is the Village of Cold Spring’s 
property. So, it’s only the bottom third of that green that's in the property and is not where the 
house is going to be built; the septic is going to be built in there but it's not there. Another point, 
so now I can leave that.

Leonard Lim: Exactly where on that map is the house?

Glenn Watson: Right here.

Leonard Lim: Okay.

Glenn Watson: And I think you have copies of this in your book.

Leonard Lim: Yeah, right.

Glenn Watson: And this portion of the property is in the historic, scenic protection overlay zone 
and there is some intrusion into that area with the septic system. I guess I'm not going to leave it. 
What this also shows you is there's a stand of trees right in front of Montrest that probably not 
completely blocks their view but partially blocks their view, that's demonstrated here. This is a 
picture of Montrest when you look at the map with, and you can see the trees are behind 
Montrest and this is an overview where you can see the line of sight going right through that 
stand of trees. So, (inaudible) in your face view and is 1470 feet away. The most recent letter 
from Mr. Meyer’s attorney stated that we’re building on the, on a ridgeline. I had these profiles 
last month but I redrew them because they were disproportionate, I made them more, closer to 
right proportion but I'm gonna go over here. This line here (inaudible) is going right through the 
house. That’s a plan view of it. It shows you the uphill side to the left on the map and the 
downhill side to the right. We took that profile off and we drew that profile and we get 729 feet 
past the property and 114 feet above the property before the property starts to crest or before 
there's a ridgeline. I think, if I remember correctly, it's in the, it's in Mr. Richmond's letter, it’s, I 
think it's about three-quarters of a mile to the nearest ridgeline, so we're not impacting a 
ridgeline. And one thing I, I'll say that, even though he should be saying it, one thing that our 
zoning law does do that Nelsonville zoning law doesn't do, it does provide for properties that
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have been damaged by the zoning. So, you have a whole section on non-conforming laws and 
maybe we shouldn't be, you know, there's something wrong with a law that says, we're going to 
change our law to make it so you can't use your property because it's too small. Philipstown 
didn't do that and I, and I'm not sure they think it was exactly the right thing as good an idea for 
Nelsonville, ultimately. One other point I wanted to make that I’m not making. Oh, and some, 
there was an implication here that if you're a good old boy and been living here for a long time 
and maybe you got a problem, we're gonna have some mercy on you, but if you're new, we're not 
gonna give you any mercy. That's what I heard, maybe not so directly and bluntly stated, but 
that's what I heard. Thank you.

Chairman Robert Dee: Thank you. Mr. Meyer. Oh, go ahead.

Paula Clair: I wanted to ask-

Chairman Robert Dee: Wait just one second.

Paula Clair: Mr. Watson and/or the attorney for the applicant to address the drainage issue that 
was brought up because I, you know, that's something I would be concerned about.

Glenn Watson: Drainage is something you can and should be concerned about. There were two 
issues raised, whether there would be an increase in flooding caused by the construction and, 
now I remember the other point I wanted to make, and then, and that we would be further 
damaging this, the pipe that runs through the property. With regard to the pipe that's running 
through the property, it’s right here. It’s on the uphill side of the construction. The construction 
doesn't interfere with the pipe. The drainage runs away from the pipe, not into the pipe, and we 
stated that. The issue of drainage from the roof and drainage from the drive, the additional 
driveway, I talked with the engineers in our office and we can infiltrate those, we can put in dry 
wells to catch the roof drains and direct the water from the driveway into dry wells and we'll, we 
will do that and we would set that as a condition.

Paula Clair: What about the concern that the mayor of Nelsonville had raised about the septic 
system flowing into his property?

Glenn Watson: Well, you know, he said the health, he said the health department can be wrong. 
I, Putnam County has some, probably the strongest set of regulations with regard to septic 
systems that we have. Certainly, it's stronger than Westchester, it’s way stronger than Dutchess 
and Orange counties and not only do you have to be able to build a complete septic system, you 
have to repay able to replace it 100%. There's no leeway with regard to the maximum slope on 
driveways on, across the septic system. We went by the state standards in terms of the 
percolation rates and we passed all of that. We've designed and been reviewed by a, by the 
Health Department and have a permit. I don't, could the Health Department be wrong? Could we 
be wrong? Obviously in the extreme case we could but you know we've done everything that we 
can to prove to them that we've, that the septic system will work. They've reviewed our plans and 
we've, given us a permit. We don't believe that will happen.

Chairman Robert Dee: Is this a pump-up system?
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Glenn Watson: No.

Chairman Robert Dee: No. Okay.

Glenn Watson: The last thing Mr. Meyer made a, he wanted to subtract the driveway out of out 
of the calculation of the area. Philipstown used to do that, you used to not be able to count that, 
but that, the new law takes, doesn't have that in there. The new law does not make you subtract 
any easements. So, it still counts if it were in Philipstown, I know it's a Nelsonville, but the fact 
of the matter is that we're going to be using it as a driveway for-

Chairman Robert Dee: Access.

Glenn Watson: I’m gonna say that’s for two thirds of our driveway is gonna be that very 
driveway and that's very part and parcel of building a house; you have a driveway and that's 
usable property and we're going to use it.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, thank you.

Glenn Watson: Thank you.

Chairman Robert Dee: Mr. Meyer.

Josh Meyer: I didn't bring any paper with me this time so I could get through it. The, just 
quickly, he's, just a few-

Chairman Robert Dee: This is important to you, I realize that.

Josh Meyer: I appreciate it and I-

Chairman Robert Dee: Take your time.

Josh Meyer: I do believe that there's an issue with the scenic protection overlay district and the 
way that Mr. Watson interprets it and the way that it's handled there because Moffat Road is 
actually in the village of Nelsonville because it cuts through there but if you go directly 250 feet 
off of that, through the village, to the town, I do believe that the building inspector would 
interpret it to say that that house: is well within the scenic protection overlay district. With regard 
to Nelsonville and the driveway permit, there's no such thing in Nelsonville as a driveway permit 
actually. If it’s site development, which a driveway is considered in the Village of Nelsonville, 
they need a building permit, just like if they're going to construct anything else and they need 
variances. So-

Chairman Robert Dee: I have an email from your building inspector who says he's gonna issue 
a driveway permit.

Josh Meyer: No, so what he said is-
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Chairman Robert Dee: You’re gonna have to talk to him.

Josh Meyer: So, what he said is, and right, and we would address that at the appropriate time if 
they went it-

Chairman Robert Dee: I have nothing to do with it. This board has nothing to do with the 
driveway permit in Nelsonville.

Josh Meyer: I was just clarifying because you had indicated, so, so they need because you had-

Chairman Robert Dee: But it has, it doesn't make a point, it doesn't make a point. He already 
said he's gonna issue them a driveway permit.

Josh Meyer: He said he was going to issue them an appropriate permit.

Chairman Robert Dee: Driveway.

Josh Meyer: He said he would provide an appropriate permit.

Chairman Robert Dee: Exact words were driveway permit. That's his exact words. Now if you 
want, have, you could take that up with him.

Josh Meyer: Right and so that's what we intend to do. All I'm saying is there’s no such thing as 
the driveway permit in the Village of Nelsonville.

Chairman Robert Dee: Fine. I don't know that. I’m not the building inspector for Nelsonville.

Josh Meyer: And so, there's clearly no guarantees that they would get that and at the appropriate 
time we would address that, as you said, with the ZBA and the variances that would be required 
because of site development. It's, there's no such thing as a driveway permit.

Chairman Robert Dee: Now I think you're getting a little bit beyond point, okay, because like I 
said, this letter comes to me, just came from your building inspector, so I have to believe him, 
okay?

Josh Meyer: I was just clarifying that they don't have one.

Chairman Robert Dee: And I'm clarifying that he said a driveway permit. If that's not the 
correct terminology, I don't know.

Josh Meyer: Right.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay.

Josh Meyer: Okay.
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Chairman Robert Dee: Anything else?

Josh Meyer: No that's all I want to say on that.

Chairman Robert Dee: Yes sir.

Bill O’Neill: Just 2 brief comments if I may for my rebuttal.

Chairman Robert Dee: Sure.

Bill O’Neill: There was an implication that we have a welcome neighbor policy in Nelsonville 
that we would grant forgiveness to one of the good ole boys, simply not true. The point is, we 
apply our codes, our regulations evenly. We encourage newcomers to this area. My point was, 
this was a sophisticated buyer that should have known the issues intended on this, this property. 
This is not a good old boy or verses, you know, a newcomer issue at all, doesn't drive any of this. 
Secondly, my admiration for the Putnam County Board of Health is second to none. However, 
when they conduct a test up there, they are not conducting a test in the pouring rain and that the 
reality is, the runoff from their cut a 6-inch trough in my front lawn, for several hundred feet, 
running by my well. We also ge t a flow of water coming out, that was described as an 
impervious surface, that appears to be true. I mean the reality is. my point is not an attack on the 
Board of Health. It is simply looking at a fact, that what is happening with runoff from there is 
damaging, and the concern that I expressed is, if that is coupled with a septic system, the 
potential exists, if you will, that it might create a toxic situation for my supply of water. And the 
trough, as I say, was not a figment of my imagination. That happened just this last few days; 
we're getting the runoff again, and coupled with this septic system, that may be toxic. So, thank 
you again board.

Chairman Robert Dee: Thank you. Anybody else would like to speak to this?

Randy Florke: I’ll just take, really quickly.

Chairman Robert Dee: Third, you’re taking a third time.

Randy Florke: I didn’t realize-

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay but this is it. 3-shots you’re out.

Randy Florke: I didn't realize y ou could take photos and bring photos, I would have done that. 
Going to the water runoff, with this reason- it is a pond, literally a frozen pond, still today.

Chairman Robert Dee: Where ?

Randy Florke: At the end of the driveway. So, right where Douglas Lane starts. Right in front. 
It is literally there are stone pillars, which may be on the survey.
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Chairman Robert Dee: Right.

Randy Florke: From there forward is a solid frozen pond, okay.

Chairman Robert Dee: (Inaudible)

Randy Florke: From a drive, from the driveway, run on. Okay and then getting back to, I 
believe the surveyor mentioned that, like, I would see other houses from my property. I don't see 
another house from my property, okay. This, and just, this was what was originally there when 
they said there’s overgrowth-

Chairman Robert Dee: Right.

Randy Florke: When they said that, you know, there’s overgrowth there. That’s what it looked 
like before. Here's what it looks like now after the DEC took it down. Their house they’re gonna 
build is right there.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay.

Randy Florke: Okay there is no, there are no-

Chairman Robert Dee: But there are people who look at other houses.

Randy Florke: There are. But I’m just saying, they said-

Chairman Robert Dee: I look at other houses.

Randy Florke: -they said at the last meeting that there was overgrowth and there wouldn’t be, 
you wouldn’t see it. They said that.

Chairman Robert Dee: Oh okay. That’s your point.

Randy Florke: Okay. That’s my point.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay.

Randy Florke: And that they said that I see other houses, I don’t see another house.

Chairman Robert Dee: Well, you’re lucky.

Randy Florke: I know, right?

Chairman Robert Dee: That’s very good. Anybody else? No. Okay. This is what I'm gonna do. 
There's a lot of information that's been provided by different attorneys and so on and so forth. 
We have to go over, in order to make a decision we have to go over what's called five factors.
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Okay? I'm gonna hold this over to our next meeting which is March 12 and all I'm gonna do is go 
over the five factors, let me finish, go over the five factors and then we'll vote on it.

Vincent Cestone: Mr. Chairman, do you want to close the public hearing?

Chairman Robert Dee: You want to speak? Go ahead.

Dan Richmond: I think, Mr. Chair, that I was gonna suggest what Mr. Cestone said. I think the 
appropriate-

Chairman Robert Dee: We’re gonna close the public hearing.

Dan Richmond: Close the public hearing.

Chairman Robert Dee: Now, can we close the public hearing and still go over the five factors.

Adam Rodd: Oh absolutely. The five factors are just part of the decision. If you're satisfied that 
you have enough information-

Chairman Robert Dee: Right, I want to have time to read it.

Adam Rodd: By all means it would be appropriate to close the public hearing and put this over 
for decision until next month.

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright let me ask you a question. As, next month we’ll go over the five 
factors. Do the attorneys have an opportunity to respond to that? We’re gonna have 2 attorneys 
here I would imagine. You know what I’m trying to say?

Adam Rodd: Well, when the public hearing is closed, that generally means that no new 
evidence or testimony.

Chairman Robert Dee: No new evidence. I mean, I'm just trying to say, if they have a, give 
their reason maybe to the five factors, is what I'm trying to say. Well, we can go from what they 
presented.

Adam Rodd: You can do either/or. If you close the public hearing, there's no new evidence, 
there's no new testimony. If you want to leave it open simply to have some more dialogue about 
the five factors, you can do that as well. They can, I'm not sure what, you know the five factors is 
the analysis you have to apply under the town law to decide if they need area variances. 
Depending on-

Chairman Robert Dee: Right. 1 think there's enough information supplied by both attorneys 
here on the five factors. I mean you, Mr.-

Douglas Martino: I would suggest, Chairman, if there’s no harm, we keep it open and then if 
there’s any-
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Chairman Robert Dee: No, I'm not gonna do that because it's, there's enough information and 
so on and so forth and if I keep the public hearing open it's just gonna give everybody else a 
chance to speak and I think pretty much everybody involved has given their opinion and so on 
and so forth and we do have the five factors. If I can I'm, you know, this is why I'm asking, as we 
go over to five factors if I give e ach of you a chance to-

Vincent Cestone: Mr. Chairman, we can always close it and if they want to make comment we 
can always reopen it. Correct?

Adam Rodd: Well yeah, I mean you can make a motion to reopen. My suggestion would be, we 
received a lot of materials, I believe both council and all parties submitted the materials they 
need to submit. There's a lot of information to digest, obviously, so I think it's appropriate to 
close the public hearing, unless you want more evidence, more testimony.

Chairman Robert Dee: No, I don't want more. I think there’s enough in here.

Adam Rodd: They simply want to go over the five factors. You can, I mean it's in their papers. I 
suppose, I don't want to foreclose anyone, they could do it now, but if we have all the 
information that we need, it would be appropriate to close. If you want more information or more 
testimony you can leave it open.

Chairman Robert Dee: No, I think there's enough there at this point in time. (Inaudible) that 
motion?

Vincent Cestone: I make that motion to close the public hearing.

Chairman Robert Dee: Second?

Granite Frisenda: I second.

Chairman Robert Dee: All in favor?

Leonard Lim: Aye.

Vincent Cestone: Aye.

Paula Clair: Aye.

Granite Frisenda: Aye.

Chairman Robert Dee: Aye. Okay the public hearing is closed and I say next will be March 
12th, 7:30. We’ll go over to five factors and make a decision, make a voting on it. Thank you. 
Alright next I'm gonna do Mr. Ciaudioso. I'm gonna do you were last but, you and I had enough 
time looking at each other, we don't need any more time.
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Pamal Broadcasting/WHUD Tower Replacement - 22 Sky Lane

Robert Gaudioso: I’m sure we’ve missed each other.

Chairman Robert Dee: I’m sure we will.

Robert Gaudioso: Good evening. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the board. Robert 
Gaudioso on behalf of the applicant, Pamal Broadcasting. We did submit the revised materials 
and the additional materials that we discussed last month, which was the collocation and removal 
agreement, the full environmental assessment form with the visual assessment and the 
photographs, the insurance, and we did revise the site plan. I did have an opportunity to speak to 
Mr. Gainer. We added the full property, the surrounding zoning, the silt fence and the structural 
notes on the plans as well.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. I see we have an answer back from Putnam County on it.

Robert Gaudioso: I saw that as well.

Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah, okay great. All right. Ron, you want to, is there anything else we 
need here?

Ron Gainer: No, you have a technical memorandum from my office. I've reviewed the latest 
materials. There's some further guidance we hope to get from the board's attorney just to confirm 
the completeness of the application that typically would relate to new towers and their 
applicability. So, once you have that in hand, you can finally move this along. My memorandum 
also indicated, they now relocated the tower to meet side yard setbacks but I misread the plan, 
they still require a variance which is from this board for the side yard setback which was 
discussed at the original meeting.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, so is there anything else we need I guess is what I'm asking here.

Ron Gainer: No, just the guidance from the attorney to clarify that the application materials in 
hand satisfy the requirements for filing.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay.

Adam Rodd: Yeah, well as I understand it it’s to be a tower reconstructed at the same height as 
the present tower-

Ron Gainer: Right.

Adam Rodd: In the same location. Is that correct?

Robert Gaudioso: Within, I think it’s 15-20 feet.
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Chairman Robert Dee: Can I ask you to please be quiet, we’re still doing business. You want to 
talk please go outside. Thank you.

Robert Gaudioso: It's a replacement of the existing tower. We will be able to put Putnam 
County, I think we submitted some letters from Putnam County and their emergency services, so 
we'll put the other tower right next to it and then take down the old tower so nothing goes offline, 
but that's correct what you said .

Adam Rodd: Okay, I mean I would consider, it seems under the code that the tower would be 
considered a non-conforming, preexisting non-conforming structure. So, just going over the 
technical memorandum, I believe that- just looking at the section.

Robert Gaudioso: I think the biggest one was the setback and what we had said is that we 
would feel more comfortable asking for the variance, making, we had put in the papers is that, it 
was originally approved back in the 50s as a public utility and it’s being replaced and there was a 
change in the plan based on the new tower and therefore we didn't need to comply with the 
setback. But what I had suggested to Mr. Gainer, and what we had put in the letter is that, we 
would notice it to include that setback variance. If we needed it, we needed it, if we don't need it, 
we don't need it. So that way we, we’re basically being very conservative about the issue.

Adam Rodd: Okay yeah and just to respond, I believe the technical memorandum asked 
whether all of the information that's required in section 175-46 would still be required under the 
circumstances simply because they're essentially reconstructing an already existing tower to 
make upgrades to the structure of the tower and the question was whether those code provisions 
reply. And the way I read those code provisions, it's specifically 175 - 46 bl, says that no 
communications tower, except those approved prior to the effective date of this chapter, shall be 
constructed, maintained, reused, unless some conformity with these regulations and this chapter. 
As I understand it, this is a tower as it exists now, that was approved prior to the effective date of 
this chapter. So those provisions would not apply.

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright. I believe we have all the information we need. Is there, 
anybody feel that any more information is needed? Before the public hearing.

Paula Clair: Oh, okay, well I could wait until the public hearing.

Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah, unless you think you need more information from Mr. Gaudioso.

Paula Clair: I was gonna ask about one of the environmental documents that he's provided. I 
made some notes but I can wait until the public hearing.

Robert Gaudioso: Great. Thank you.

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright. At this point in time can we get a motion that the application is 
complete?

Vincent Cestone: I make the motion.
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Granite Frisenda: I’ll second.

Chairman Robert Dee: All in favor?

Leonard Lim: Aye.

Vincent Cestone: Aye.

Paula Clair: Aye.

Granite Frisenda: Aye.

Chairman Robert Dee: Aye. All right Mr. Gaudioso, we'll set this down for a public hearing 
March 12th at 7:30 p.m. at this building.

Robert Gaudioso: And we'll hike care of the notice, we’ll include the special permit and the 
variance and the extent it's needed. I believe you send the notices but we have to send it to the 
surrounding jurisdiction’s and Putnam County Emergency Services is that right?

Robert Gaudioso: Okay. And do we need a sign on the property for this one?

Chairman Robert Dee: No, we don't, we don't have signs, no.

Leonard Lim: Signs?

Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah, from the- no, we don’t do signs. I'm sorry?

Paula Clair: I think it would be helpful to have a sign. So that-

Chairman Robert Dee: Well I'm saying that we don't have signs, is what I'm trying to say. 

Robert Gaudioso: Yeah there's a weird code provision that actually-

Ron Gainer: He provides it but the code does mandate that a sign be placed on the property.

Paula Clair: Yeah.

Chairman Robert Dee: Oh really? Then why don't we have any signs?

Ron Gainer: The applicant is kind enough-

Chairman Robert Dee: All right, put a sign up.

Paula Clair: So that the neighbors can know that-
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Chairman Robert Dee: Right. I’m just trying to say, I understood what you’re trying to say but 
the town has no signs.

Ron Gainer: She had the same issue with a prior application, that was again resolved, I think, by 
the applicant.

Chairman Robert Dee: (Inaudible) Why don’t we have signs?

Ron Gainer: I’m with you.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. Ask the building inspector why we don’t have signs.

Robert Gaudioso: Yeah, we had one, we had one built there.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay.

Robert Gaudioso: All right, well thank you very much. See you in March. Thank you. 

Chairman Robert Dee: Thank you. Okay that's good. Thank you, Ron.

Ron Gainer: So, March 12th?

Chairman Robert Dee: March 12th, 7:30, yeah. Next one is 200 Jaycox Road. Hey, all right. 

Provan - 200 Jaycox Road

Karen Parks: Everyone left, no one’s interested.

Chairman Robert Dee: See, nobody cares about you. Alright.

Leonard Lim: Oh, they took the tripod.

Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah, he took the tripod, took it went home.

Leonard Lim: We have one.

Chairman Robert Dee: Oh, wow. We got our own tripod. We don't have any signs but we got a 
tripod. Hi.

Karen Parks: I do have a couple additional materials. It doesn’t change the application any way. 

Chairman Robert Dee: What are they?

Karen Parks: One is a zoning conformance chart which just outlines the different sections that 
we (inaudible) and the other are just updated exterior elevations.
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Chairman Robert Dee: You changed them, the elevations? 

Karen Parks: It clarifies the building height and (inaudible) 

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay.

Karen Parks: So, there’s (inaudible).

Chairman Robert Dee: Thank you.

Karen Parks: My name is Karen Parks.

Chairman Robert Dee: Oh, wait a second, we gotta get all the information. She’s quick but 
she's not that quick.

Karen Parks: I thought I’d get the intro out of the way while you’re...

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay go ahead.

Karen Parks: My name's Karen Parks and I'm here tonight representing David and Ann Provan 
who are the property owners for 200 Jaycox Road and they're also here tonight and our 
application before you is for a side yard variance. We're proposing a single-story addition to their 
single-family residence. And the-so our application, again, is to add a single-story addition to 
their residence and because of various site constraints that exist, we're really constrained to 
adding the addition to the southerly end of the house. The site constraints that I'm talking about 
are the location of the existing driveway and access to the existing garage. The- 

(INAUDIBLE)

Karen Parks: Sure, sorry. So, to the north side of the building is the existing driveway and 
access to the existing garage. To the westerly side there's an existing swimming pool and to the 
easterly side is the septic system, the tank and fields, for the residence. So, we're really restricted 
in terms of an addition versus going up, which we feel is a greater impact and doesn't achieve the 
goals that are desired here, but also a greater impact to neighbors is to add the addition to the 
southerly side of the building. So, because of the shape of the law and the existing position of the 
house on the lot, our proposed addition is sitting within the side yard setback and the setback that 
we're requesting is 11 feet to a proposed deck and 14 feet to the nearest corner of the proposed 
addition. So, the variance we’re actually requesting is a 19-foot variance to the side yard. 

Leonard Lim: If you went north you wouldn’t need a variance.

Karen Parks: That's correct. However, what's happening to the north of the building, we have 
the existing driveway, and I don't know if any of you drove by the site or looked at it but, the 
terrain is actually rather rolling, there's a fair amount of bedrock projecting here as well as 
adding the addition to the north side of the building would require rerouting the driveway and 
access to the existing garage. So, we feel like that's actually a larger impact on both the land and
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in terms of, thank you, in terms of the proximity of the proposed addition to nearby neighbors. 
There's actually a neighbor's house right up the hill on this side looking down on the property, 
whereas the neighbor on this side is kind of farther below and there's less impact looking up the 
hill. So, the main reason for putting it on the southern end is really the site constraint of the 
driveway but also, we feel the impact will be less.

Paula Clair: How close is the neighbor below?

Karen Parks: The neighbor below, I would estimate their house to be maybe about 200 feet. I 
think in my application I had indicated that the nearest neighbor to the addition was 
approximately 200 feet to the building's. And, let's see, so basically I just wanted to offer the 
zoning conformance worksheet to illustrate that really, every other item of the code we are well 
within the guidelines, and really, because of the position of the existing building on the lot, we 
feel that, you know, the necessity of the side yard is minimal, given that all of our other zoning 
requirements are met, well within the guidelines.

Chairman Robert Dee: The variance you’re seeking is, in feet, what?

Karen Parks: 19 feet to the sideyard, correct.

Chairman Robert Dee: Out of 30, right?

Karen Parks: The requirement is 30 and we're asking for 19 feet. And in addition, Ann and 
David actually reached out to their neighbors and showed them the plans for the addition and we 
do have a couple of informal emails from their neighbors in support of the addition. And actually 
they're, the three letters that you have there are, one from the neighbor to the south, one to the 
north and one to the side, so really the ones that are most closely impacted by the addition. 

Chairman Robert Dee: Let's see. From different people I guess. Right? 3 different people? 

Leonard Lim: We should all have a copy.

Chairman Robert Dee: There’s only one copy here.

Paula Clair: Are there any other neighbors in the area where the addition is being propose? 

Karen Parks: So, to the, actually to this side it’s- okay, thank you.

Chairman Robert Dee: All right. Let me just take a look at these quickly. Let's see it's from 
Joanne Kenna I guess, who's, is she a neighbor?

David Provan: Yeah, she’s the one to the south.

Chairman Robert Dee: She's the one to the south. Okay.

Leonard Lim: Is that the closest neighbor?
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Karen Parks: Yes.

Chairman Robert Dee: We'd love to get together see your plans. Were excited for your vision 
of your house. Okay I guess you got together and showed them that the plans and like that and 
she said that they have no objections. Okay.

David Provan: We did meet with them, showed them the plans, they approved and (inaudible). 

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. You plied them with dinner, huh? Okay.

CROSSTALK - INAUDIBLE

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, next one is- I'm tired, I’m just joking. That's okay. Next one is 
Paul Mooney.

Ann Provan: It’s refreshing. All our neighbors are so supportive.

Chairman Robert Dee: Well that's good. You got Paul Mooney, he's - he's north, okay. And he 
says that you have full support. Okay and Debbie Milner, she says, no problems, good luck. 
Sounds like you have a lot of good neighbors.

Paula Clair: Yeah, and also, I noticed that you're only building one story.

Karen Parks: Correct.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, go ahead.

Karen Parks: And keeping with what you were asking, the addition we're proposing actually is 
at the ground floor level and because the terrain drops off a little bit from the house, we feel like 
the impact of this addition is even less. From the road, because of the terrain, it will be hardly 
visible. We've actually dropped the roofline by a foot to just keep the height as low as possible 
and so, we hope that you'll find that our request is minimal and will not have a negative impact 
on our neighbors and will grant our approval.

Chairman Robert Dee: Thank you. Is there anybody in the audience that would like to speak to 
this? There's nobody in the audience. Well, I have to ask even though there's nobody there, you 
never know. Somebody might jump out of the comer there. At this point I'd like to make a 
motion to close the public hearing.

Vincent Cestone: I just want to ask one question.

Chairman Robert Dee: Sure.

Vincent Cestone: What would you do if we denied you? I ask that of everybody so it doesn't 
mean anything.
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Karen Parks: To be honest, it would be a challenge. We probably would not be able to build the 
addition for the reasons that I've already explained but also from a cost of construction 
standpoint, and I know that doesn't really factor into what you're considering, but we do feel it 
would be impossible to achieve; what we want to do without the variance, mainly given the site 
constraints. And we also feel like if, yes, we could build the addition on the north without a 
variance, as you asked, however-

David Provan: (Inaudible)

Karen Parks: Right the well,

Chairman Robert Dee: You’re gonna have to step up.

Karen Parks: The wellhead- sure.

CROSSTALK - INAUDIBLE

David Provan: I'm David Provan. I’m one of the owners and the wellhead, the driveway is here 
and the wellhead is to the north, right there. So, ruled that out for us, yeah.

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright, now your wife wants to speak, see what you started?

Ann Provan: The Mooney’s live over here. Let's see, where's, where they, they were here and 
they look towards Jaycox Pond. So, if we build a building there or extend our house, it won't be 
nice for them.

Chairman Robert Dee: Right, okay.

Ann Provan: Whereas the Kenna's, over here, their whole house is oriented to the pond and it's 
the back and their driveway which faces our house. So, when we put that addition on, the actual 
impact is that we will not be able to see them in their pool. So, they can, you know, feel more 
comfortable and then there's a cliff that goes down.

Chairman Robert Dee: I see that.

Ann Provan: So, the cliff, you know, they don't, they really won't see the addition I don't think. 

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. Thank you.

Leonard Lim: That was thoughtful of you.

Vincent Cestone: I make a motion to close the public hearing.

Chairman Robert Dee: All right.
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Granite Frisenda: Second.

Chairman Robert Dee: All in favor of closing the public hearing? 

Leonard Lim: Aye.

Vincent Cestone: Aye.

Paula Clair: Aye.

Granite Frisenda: Aye.

Chairman Robert Dee: Aye. Alright. I just want to go over the five factors, make a decision. 
First factor- what possible detriment would the variance have on nearby properties? Well- 

Vincent Cestone: I'd say very little.

Chairman Robert Dee: None, the nearest structures probably is 200 feet away and all the 
neighbors think it's a great idea, so. They don’t have any problem there. What impacts would the 
variance have on the character of the neighborhood. Proposed (inaudible) would have no 
negative impacts on the character of the neighborhood. Nearby structures are a similar scale in 
height and size. If they didn't get the variance, what else could you build and what do you want 
to accomplish a goal, due to the existing site constraints? Well we spoke about that. I know that 
there's a one big ridge on the end, it can't be built on. How large a variance do you seek? The 
variance we seek is 19 foot, right? 19-foot variance is required, okay. What impact or effect 
would the variance have on the current physical environmental conditions? I don't think there's 
any-

Vincent Cestone: Very little.

Chairman Robert Dee: Any negative conditions on that environmental impact and is the 
variance requested as a result of self-created hardship? No because the way the property was 
developed by previous owners the possible location for the proposed addition was limited. Well 
we can argue that one but. You know, at this point in time I’ll call for a roll call vote granting the 
variance, 19, for 200 Jaycox Road. Mr. -

Vincent Cestone: I vote to grant.

Chairman Robert Dee: Mr. Lim?

Leonard Lim: I vote to grant. 

Granite Frisenda: I vote to approve. 

Paula Clair: I vote to grant it too.
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Chairman Robert Dee: And I vote to grant it too. Okay, you’re all set. You have to wait for the 
attorney, though, to make the resolution. He makes the resolution and then he sends it to me, I 
sign it and then the building inspector will give you a building permit.

Adam Rodd: I’ll take the brunch if you want a really good resolution.

Chairman Robert Dee: And I’ve got to sign it, so I want a brunch too. All right, now-

Vincent Cestone: Motion to adjourn.

Leonard Lim: Second.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. All in favor?

Leonard Lim: Aye.

Vincent Cestone: Aye.

Paula Clair: Aye.

Granite Frisenda: Aye.

Chairman Robert Dee: Aye. Thank you, guys. Good night. Good luck.

(The meeting adjourned at 9:44 pm by a unanimous decision.)

NOTE: These minutes were prepared for the Zoning Board of Appeals and are subject
to review, comment, emendation and approval thereupon.

DATE APPROVED:_____________________

Respectfully submitted,

Tara K. Percacciolo 
Secretary
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a public hearing will be held by the Zoning Board of Appeals of the 
Town of Philipstown on Monday, March 12, 2018 at 7:30 P. M, at the Philipstown Town Hall, 238 Main 
Street, Cold Spring, New York to hear the following appeal:

Pamal Broadcasting, 22 Sky Lane, Philipstown New York. Tax Map # 83.18-1-23. The applicant seeks 
Amended Special Permit approval and a setback variance to the extent required, to replace the 
existing public utility tower to support collocation. The application includes the like kind 
replacement of the existing WHUD radio tower at 22 Sky Lane, Garrison, Town of Philipstown, 
NY. The property is in the SR Zoning District.

At said hearing all persons will have the right to be heard. Copies of the application, plat map 
and other related materials may be reviewed in the office of the Building Department at 
Philipstown Town Hall.

Dated 2/23/2018

Robert Dee, Chairman of the Town of Philipstown Zoning Board of Appeals.



ZBA APPLICATION, MEETING AND APPROVAL

PROCEDURES

When applying to the Zoning Board of Appeals, there is generally a regular set of 
steps that will be followed, hopefully ending in the approval of your application.

Step 1. Obtain the application form from the Code Enforcement Department.
Step 2. Fill out the form to the best of your ability. The Department will assist you

as necessary.
Step 3. Return all required documents for your application, the application fee and 

the escrow fee to Code Enforcement. Application must be received a 
minimum of 10 days prior to a scheduled meeting.

Step 4. Code Enforcement will forward your application to the ZBA.
Step 5. You will receive correspondence from the ZBA informing you of your first 

meeting date. Meetings are held on the second and fourth Monday of each 
month, at Town Hall, second floor, at 7:30 pm, unless otherwise stated.
The first meeting will be for the ZBA to review your application for 
completeness only. It is strongly recommended that you attend this 
meeting to insnre all documentation has been submitted and is in 
order.

Step 6. If the ZBA deems your application complete, they will schedule your
second meeting, which will be your actual public hearing. At the second 
meeting, you will explain your case to the ZBA and answer any questions 
they may have.

Step 7. The ZBA may require more than one public hearing to decide your case. If 
so, you will be advised of any further public hearings.

Step 8. When the ZBA is satisfied that it has all necessary information, they will 
close the public hearings and take a vote on your case, whether to 
approve or deny your application.

Step 9. After your final vote is taken by the ZBA you should return to the Code 
Enforcement Department for further instructions and assistance.



NOTICE TO APPLICANTS

READ ALL INFORMATION ON THIS APPLICATION CAREFULLY. WE WILL ASSIST YOU AS MUCH 
AS POSSIBLE, BUT IT IS NOT OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO GATHER INFORMATION, MAKE COPIES 
OR ASSEMBLE APPLICATION PACKAGES.

At I submissions to the Zoning Board of Appeals must be submitted a minimum of two calendar weeks 
prior to being placed on the agenda for review.

The initial review of the application by the Board will be to insure completeness of the application only. If 
the application is deemed complete, a public hearing date will be set and the applicant will be so notified. 
If the application is deemed incomplete for any reason, the applicant will be notified of the additional 
requirements of the Board.

The application must contain detailed directions to the property to enable the Board members to make 
site visits as required. The property must also be properly posted with the correct 911 address as 
required by the town code.

A copy of the Zoning Code and Zoning Map is available in the office of the Town Clerk.

8e prepared to present facts and any additional information the Board may need at the time of the public 
hearing.

All applications tor a SPECIAL USE PERMIT must also be referred to the Town Planning Board This will 
be done by the clerk of the Zoning Board.

FEES: payable at time of application - Variance - $2lWr&® (*»« -» «» «***“*

Interpretation - $200.00 

Special Use Permit - $ 500.00

ESCROW: $ 1000.00

Payable at time of application;

Returnable after adoption of final ZBA resolution and payment of any consulting fees Incurred



APPEAL #_______ Tax Map # #?,%-/-//
Finai hearing date_____________ Zoning Board decision APPROVED I DENIED

Date application submitted____________________

Application fee $____________Escrow 5_____________ Received by_________________________________

To the Zoning Board of Appeals, Town of Philipstown, New York:

I (we),rf3l>£t A<Nh>__

residing at_

Telephone: home, ^££3 ■ ££>13_________business.

HEREBY appeal the decision of (name and title) b g'

<3>7=^Fic.&
whereby he/she

GRANTED____ DENIED V a BUILDING PERMIT Y a CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY_____

For________________________________________________________________________________________________

To_____________________ _______________________________________________________

of _ ______

For property at tax map #_ gY. 7-l~ll _in zoning district___________________________

WHEN FILLING OUT APPLICATION, ATTACH ADDITIONAL PAGES AS NECESSARY TO ANSWER 
QUESTIONS.

1, LOCATION OF PROPERTY: (Give 911 address and a map and detailed narrative giving
directions to the property using road names, such as Route 9 or 9D, Old Albany Post Road, East 
Mountain Road South, etc. and landmarks such as Garrison School, North Highlands Fire House, 
Highlands Country Club, etc:

z /V y

2. NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF ADJOINING PROPERTY OWNERS (Include lhose opposite on 
sb-eetsfhiglwsys. Use Mto/Honal sheets H necessary. This iefometio/i may he obtained in the Town assessor’s office}



,3 PROVISIONS OF ZONING • •' •OF INVOLVED (give Arisde. Seciion Sub-aeciion, paragraph by number
Oo no! quote text of code)

4 PREVIOUS APPEAL (If there nave been any previous appeals for Ihis properly c any portion thereof, sel forth Ihe 
appeal number, dale, relief sought and Hie ZBA decision resulting)

TYPE OF APPEAL:

______ an INTERPRETATION of the Zoning Code or Maps

X a VARIANCE from Ihe Zoning Coda

_______a SPECIAL USE PERMIT under the Zoning Code

DETAILS OF APPEAL (Complete only tbal section vrhich applies Io Ihe appeal you are submitting)

(a) INTERPRETATION of the Zoning Code is requested 

(1) An exact statement of the Interpretation requested is:



(b) a VARIANCE from the 2u ■>ing Cade 13 requested:

(1 i An exscl statement olf the details of ilia variance requested is:
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(2) The grounds on which Ihis variance should ba granted are'
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(c) a SPECIAL USE PERMIT is requested

fit The reason the

To ^<7/Z-£>
itlT is renueslerl-

ikrUl lf» rrt<u lr\r in*b

[2) An exact statemsi

. ,-/!/ L/>V^ W'm 

\'J&r
'oac.

'That
'THtt

%u

of use for which the permit is requested:

(3) The facts showing Ihe use is permitted as a SPECIAL USE under the code and the 
ability of Ihe applicant to comply with all requirements of ihe code for granting of a 
specia’ use permit:

i
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238 Main St
Cold Spring, NY 10516

f 1. Head northeast on Main St toward Crown St/Secor St

0.3 mi

I* 2. Turn right onto Peekskill Rd

0.5 mi

>1 3. Turn left onto NY-9D S

6.6 mi

4. Turn right onto Manitou Station Rd

0.6 mi

f 5. Manitou Station Rd turns slightly left and becomes Hudson River Ln
0 Destination will be on the right

0.1 mi
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BARGAIN AND SA LE DEED

THIS INDENTURE made the 13 th day of November, 2017

BETWEEN Dominick Viola, residing at 
60 Remsen Street, 3H 
Brooklyn, New York 11201, the Grantor,

and

Todd Berland and Heather Berland, husband and wife, residing at
171 West 71“ Street, Apt. 11C
New York, New York 10023, the Grantees,

WITNESSETH, that the Grantor, for good and valuable consideration, does hereby grant and release 
unto the Grantee, the heirs or successors and assigns of the Grantees forever,

ALL those certain plot, piece or parcel of land, with improvements thereon, situate, lying and being in 
the Town of Philipstown, County of Putnam, State of New York, more fully bounded and described on 
SCHEDULE A attached hereto.

BEING THE SAME PREMISES in Deed dated January 14,2015 from Charles A. Doyle and Susan 
F. Doyle to the Grantor herein recorded in the Putnam County Clerk’s Office on Januaiy 20,2015 at 
Deed liber 1970 at page 132.

TOGETHER with all right, title and interest, if any, of the Grantor, in and to any streets and roads 
abutting the above-described Premises to the center lines thereof; TOGETHER with the 
appurtenances, and also all their estate which the Grantor has or has power to convey or dispose of;
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the premises herein granted unto the Grantees, the heirs or successors 
and assigns of the Grantees forever.

AND the Grantor covenants that the Grantor has not done or suffered anything whereby the said 
premises have been encumbered in way whatever, except as aforesaid.

AND the Grantor, in compliance with Section 13 of the Lien Law, covenants that the Grantor will 
receive the consideration for this conveyance and will hold the right to receive such consideration as a 
trust fund to be applied first for the purpose of paying the cost of the improvement and will apply the 
same first to the payment of the cost of the improvement before using any part of the total of the same 
for any other purpose.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Grantor has duly executed this deed the day and year first above 
written. t

IN PRESENCE OF: '7/^
MINICK VIOLA
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Schedule A Description

Underwriter No. S37-P-53334 
Title Number 17-NRA-PU-S93S4 Page 1

All that certain piece, plot or parcel of land situate lying and being in the TOWN 
OF PHILIPSTOWN, COUNTY OF PUTNAM, State of New York, bounded and 
described as follows:

BEGINNING at a point on the northwesterly line of land now or formerly New ‘ 
York Central Railroad at the most southerly corner of land nowor formerly John 
J. Brennan and Aetna Dowat Brennan;

THENCE along said railroad, South 40’ 49‘ 00" West 50.00 feet to land now or 
formerly Mary Ann Albanese;

THENCE along same, North 49’ 1T 00" West 317.00 feet to a point in the 
Hudson River,

THENCE North 40* 49' 00" East 50.00 feet to the most westerly corner of land 
now or formerly said Brennan;

THENCE along same, South 49’ 1T 00" East 317.00 feet to the point or place of 
BEGINNING.

TOGETHER with a right to use private roadway jointly with the adjoining property 
owners crossing the above described premises and adjoining property from and 
extending to the Manitou Station Road as described in agreement recorded in 
Liber 953 cp 15.
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STATE OF NEW YORK )
) ss.:COUNTY OF PUTNAM )

. On the 13th day of November, in the year 2017, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in 
and for said State, personally appeared DOMINICK VIOLA personally known to me or proved to me 
on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the individual whose name is subscribed to the within 
instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his capacity, that by his signature on 
the instrument, the individual, or the person upon behalf of which the individual acted, executed the 
instrument.

Section 89.7, Block 1, Lot 11

Town of Philipstown 
County of Putnam

Return by Mail to:
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Philipstown Tax Map 

Location^ Premises

heretofore f j)e4 on applies

HI No, 19I473S2803
PMILIWOWN BUILDING

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

f, 004
PAGE

6230
t’4

RC AGENCY 
84152682607

clu_4-.LoL_.Sl

/Wfefcfe,
-- /Tt - 7- - ' ■"• - ■ r ". • 1 ..... .—... having

I fcK/a building permit pursuant to the Zoning Law, Sanitary Coda, Building Code and the 
i| Philipstown, Putnam County, New York, having paid the required fee therefore end the 

------ --------------- - ..-^tlon ascertained that the applicant has subsequently proceeded with the erection or Im
provement ol the proposed structure In compliance with the requirements ol the laws as aforementioned and that the 
said work and materials m t every requirement of the laws as aforementioned and that the premises have now been 
fully completed and are ri edy for occupancy pursuant to the provisions of law, Now, therefore, this certlficmc of 
occupancy is hereby lssu« under the «««! al the Town ol Philipstown this. ,/3 .day of.

................ — JPP!
Laws in affect In the Town 
undersigned having by 1

Ha v«,W Py »iuty wbatW ttnf
mi agel Wl IK iQWfi «l ytdllpkwi. [171*

Tri* Coh) «pihQr«*d<. 9«|0 BpfVM, NV
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Philipstown Tax Map.. 

Location of Premises.

heretofore Hied an ec

FaX No, !9H"392803
PHILIPSTOWN BUILDING

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
—it:-----Block, JL Lot 2l

QkJrtXevx fed. <£,

(tfO

P. 003
PAGE 06

4649

___■ r»f 1 Saaa*. gXetuxW____________  —.... having

Hation kt a building psrtnlt pursuant to the Zoning Law, Sanitary Code, Building CodEe and the 
of Philipstown, Putnam County, Naw York, having paid the required fee therefor* end the

inspection ascertained that the applicant has subsequently proceeded with the erection or Ira- 
sd utructwre In compliance with the requirements ol the laws as aforementioned and that the 
net every requirement ot the laws as aforementioned and that the premises have now been 
reedy lor occupancy pursuant to the provisions of law, Notwiberefore, this certificate of 

occupancy is hereby issued under the seal of the Town of Philipstown thkjLlL_d*y LL—?---------- -

spoil
Laws ln effect in the To: 
undersigned having by 1 
provement of the propod# 
said work and materials it 
fully completed and ate

Mot vstW mIm iignod to 
the seal to iilM Tmd Fhil4M*”h

fly.

TOWN, NEW YORK

WjUWNC (KSKCrOt

TM Cold Cptlnp Ft«w, tea N/i.xj, Wl
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TOWN OF PHILIPSTOWN 
298 Main Strwt, PO Box 180 

CoM Spring, NY 10811 
(846)2884202 Z (848) 288-2887 fax

CERTIFICATE OF 
COMPLIANCE OCCUPANCY

SEC-BLK-LOT: 89789.7-1-11 Permit No: 2004:9267

CO/CC Issue Date: 1/30/2006 CO/CC Number: 2004:9267

OWNER'S NAME: DOYLE, CHARLES A.
& ADDRESS 74 HUDSON POINT LN

OSSINING, NY 10562

Location of project: 22 HUDSON RIVER

WORK DESCRIPTION : 1950sfSFR GARAGE 250sf deck above

A building permit having been issued for the herein described project, all required 
inspections having been completed, all required documentation having been presented, 
and the project having been found to be complete and in compliance with all applicable 
codes, rules, and laws, this certificate is hereby issued.

ISSUED BY :

Code Administrator

NOT VALID UNLESS SIGNED IN INK BY A DULY AUTHORIZED AGENT AND 
UNDER THE SEAL OF THE TOWN OF PHILIPSTOWN



APPEAL # Tax Map #
Final louring tint*,,______ . Zoning Board daclalon APPROVKD I DENIED

Date 3ppt1c.1l1.1n buhmitlod lludis..
Application foa $ 2M._ Encrow $ ...Received by

Io the Zoning Board of Appeals, Town of Philipstown. New York
I wl.-pfeNlfe &KILIO j PENM/ OLXRk '_____________________

residing at '^) U%N& 6AT& RIP ■

Telephone home J&£LtaiZ£________  ___business_______________________ __

FEB 2 8 2018 
[■.....&..............

; i

HEREBY appeal th© decision ol (name and title), M. 6Ke& wwweit XNtfecroK
whcieb/ne/eho

GRANTED___ DENIED \Z a BUILDING PERMIT V a CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY____
e * a <**

pot.. .^/P£ V/frKP /Wp 'ZMRfnCb C
_____________

of...__________________________________________ ____________________________

For property at tax map # ^0- " 7___ in zoning district /C ^HRAL>

WHEN FILLING OUT APPLICATION, ATTACH ADDITIONAL PAGES AS NECESSARY TO ANSWER 
QUESTIONS

1 LOCATION OF PROPERTY: (Give 911 address and a map and detailed narrative giving
directions to the property using road names, such as Route 9 or 9D, Old Albany. Post, Road, East 
Mountain'Road South, etc. and landmarks such as Garrison School, North Highlands Fire House, 
Highlands Country Club, etc: •

AWVX l&?YAZP* FJZ.MI ZN7&&&'TI&aI 

^7- vwj baw we or wap w/tee
-TfttfeuNV ON LANS' &AT& ftp .

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF ADJOINING PROPERTY OWNERS (iack.de those oppcaM on 
iti'»et$'i»(jifWi«yb Use stfditow snafeii, rf necessary. This mfo’ination nray be obtained in the Tow.i assessor’s office)

3.

iack.de


J PHUVI5I0N5 CL ZONIN' ; t UOfc INVOLVED (Qi*« AHM*. BMWA Sub>K«ttN*. WWW* t* w»*w 
cm not t|uoi« tent of t«l»j .tr** I *Vt ipfVW W" QMtorreK. ji# AWtyMBNrr z 1W pHJWp$r<WA/

3 /7<?- *3 vwwwfr fteatuj'iws,
^ri^GC-Q F. w*^wsrn<W£ .

(r**Tl ZIr/^ 4 rtDC’.,'n*n ic a rir»o- ai at ... .    ....... ,,.   , ..... .« . .„, . ..... ,, .ffZOj&flCW# .4 PREVIOUS APPEAl.(It «w.» Hiivu CM On any IXOWMUI appaolM (01 It'll* p'OpO'ly QI liny ixxltun II i»(80(, ««l forth Hit 
^PTOUlffcH^^ l1u'”tl#f 'flinilI,nt) Urn ZI1Aeenlniofi raouillng)TfilTV

TV PR or APPPAI

an INTERPRETATION of the Zoning Code or Maps

.V.. o VARIANCE Irom the Zoning Code-)

. .........a SPECIAL USE PERMIT under the Zoning Code

h, UP 1 AILS (.)i APPEAL {Complete only lhal section winch applies to itw appeal you ate aulxniUlnq)

(a) INTERPRETATION of .he Zoning Code 13 requested 

(1) An exact statement of the Interpretation requested is:



il'i) » VARIANCE (rum lht> i’u 'fiy Codtf ib r*t|u»*l»d

(i) An exact Biuieirieni cf the detail! of the variance requevtect le.

4 I VA^ANOg fvKltlpgYA&p ^BTBVKte VP/J ftP&P&JTlAl.
bAtZAng Mp KlTSWfgA/ Applied ?&i£)6N
%>MTHwewr 4ipg of Tn& no^ie. ftwWMT & awes/mt,
A?z<.'"r/('<VM)wA at i«e?ac/4/zi?s£TTM<?c, 1

»< V4ei/W<£ exceep/Ntt aWXmwi
4>*etlA!t£ ■ Gflemfy jv, XwzeApy .

ihlo variance should be granted tire'

u>f in At/ "Re"

Non- cgnFpMjna &fo&p gN JT
CGftN&t gf rw W&&Y- 

tVPrfiCN IN AN'f 07H&Z L-MiaAl" locATw/ Wfr&D 04)
AM? OFJGNTA’ffG^ *F TH& &W7N<\ 

tf, WVWwj atnr^it^ <vf kg$. t$ io%,
T Is requested; '

(2) The grounds on which

1 r KAIWVF W6 TO 

£ * fitwG
MNvrzW'Tfv in 

'2?t N&N
&W>TfVK WAr/'*) 
WTttS

(c) a SPECIAL USE PEf

The reason the pe rntl Is requested:

(2} An exact stairirnant of use for which tha permil Is .requested:

(3) Ihe tacts showing the use is permitted as a .SPECIAL USE undei the code and ttv 

ability at tbf ppphtard tn rnmpty with nil requirements of the code for ftanlmy of a 
‘■-pedal use pf-md.



;',l FTP Hi Nf.W YORK, CGUN'Y Of* PUTNAM.

ban >g duly two,
I l.tl!

Ii»rv«f<M<l ih» foregoing nppeel and papers ullsohed, tn«l the sislairmriie and 
•in lif« I'ua io Hie b«di at my knowledge and bflHof

'jijfialuf* of ppllcsnt (x »o»i{l

fnii buloiti me Uns d-*y di iWW

f lc y -j-v........................Courtly. . iuLtkZti&s.

TINA M, MERANDO
NOTARY PUBLIC. STATE OF NEW YORK 

REG 01ME5079624 
QUALIFIED IN PUTNAM COUNTY 
CUM EXPIRES JUNE 9 30! <f

SIJBMISSION REQIIIREME MT (1) For w VARIANCE: or INTERPRETATION please submit (7) t

Individual packets |
■(2P-5T a ypEclAL' OSK PERMIT please submit (19) Individual packet

►. web packet containing une each of the below lislud Herns. These Items are very specific and MUST ba 
compiled with nxactly

1 Completed appeal form
2. Deed to property
3. Denied application lor Built,ling Permit or Certificate) at Occupancy
A. Building plans with ONE ORIGINAL professional seal and signature
5, Si irvey orepared by NYS licensed surveyor, showing all property lines, sl.rt.iclures and 

dimensions Io property lines One survey with ORIGINAL professional seal and signature
E. Certitteatss of Occupancy for anyexisting structures'
?. Coniour maps as required by conditions



;,/P ' (’’Hit, IP SH OWN dUNINtl HOAMDOS APPBAI.S 
iUPPLl- MDITAI WCMKHHEGT I OR AREA VARIANCE AHPLICANl i»

i«. » i.i-Mii.9iir;6 wiih *tal« law the Zonlny Bomd must grant of tlwiy nn area variance based on aiMiUfi«i htclCM• and o 
u^0'. vi.) of "mt n«nefii in the Applicant it the veuaiw i« granted, a« weighed agelnel ih« datrtnanl le the heaHh, earoiy 
.11 hi woifniw of fhn naiphboihnwif or comniiiriiif We heve developed thK Bupplemeni io mint you with grapering, 
i’,v,prmiiifiy and presenting your com In Iho Zoning Board. Pl»»» Complete lit* faelori 1a - 9 batow and lubmll with you/ 
iipponii.w (aiiach aodliionai pages if nee«B»«ry) We have provided luggaatad gueetlons which w#l aa»i»t you m 
?n.;wi/i n;s; n.K.it»Hcror and in propping tor the Board's review il la sirangly auggeatad the! you structure youi 
in/:-)f’/ii;!d'w ;it ihn hewing m aceordnncn with Hie factors Provide facts and proof lo auppoit each indor

FACTORS TO HP CONSI06RD BY THE BOARD

io. Wbiit poenblrr detriment would IhB variance h»v« on nearby properties?
How dose are nearby structures? ■ Will your slructuro ba visible to oliiais or will II

block a view? Oa you propose exterior llqfils? , > .

msraac. - rtfs" Udtah. JMikU.
’b Wha; impacts would the variance have or; the character of the neighborhood?

Have others In the neighbornnpa received similar variances? - Does the 
Neighborhood contain similar structures wttli similar seltwcks/helghts etc.'?
Is you) property similar to or different from otheis in lh« area? - If tavvral of your 
nelphbors were lo recolvo variances In the future similar to the one you now request, 
would the neighborhood be changed?

/tf./N/MD .XIHMq'. 0A/tV,...jg/V_____________________________
. teM^g .oufixe/vrpy' j5

offiefei im.APzA-ws vo fvor K^t/ei/g -Wf _______
....

-r/+&&& vakwnn&5 •
2. if' you didn't get the variance, how else could you build what you want or accomplish your 

goal7
For example: different location or design, shorter fence,smaller deck; .smelter 
overhang or addition?

.a.NST^jgas£jQyLd<j5MatAscd^^
j&rvfefcs, iNreKier^

£S£B2££IZ

2 ,' l>„> ‘ 1 i1Y -» hi ? : / ‘ <ir i t,r v u> i

................. ......... ...... ....

^erg/pu>t ?izArd m ^r-1 .fox, fast *



i wiiti! ircm affect win the venenuo t»ave on lha currant physical end environmental
’ nnjibiMt* In iht art#? la there grading (or Meeting) proposed? • Will you be pavtng previously nnpHvuu

»uiit»<:«» 7 Are you proposing to remove eny vegetation? - Are lhate wetlands or
other wnuucourses on sila? •■ Will normal clratnage patients be affected? • How
close to the nearest walls and septic sysiami? -- Will (he proposed uaa or activity
produce emiosionu (noise 01 odors)? - Win traffic U® mcieasad? -Is Ih® ores considered scenic?

f/o wwfih i*, nwrot&p, AW'M\ M <>p MVBC

N&
WVM- PA-Trt-r&M Mu"&er MiPz>v£b u/rif mt. fifarteaAl.
m, gg xx1- ^/y "rMf wt of Mwe

0V&1&-,. W nZAffiC
h is. tin- variance requested as a result of a "ssill-creiitod hnrdshlp"? jr$ w tcemc avetziwf JtfWZGWti

Was there a need for the variance whan you purchased the property? - How long 
ago did you purchase the properly? - Did you build the structure without a permlt7 
la the need for a variance as a result of someone's mistake? Describe

/WT A 5grv= cgg4-Tgp . Hpi^ w&rMerwJ & MMy/ufo,
XWF prmt-T.IN'. 117 3.. A ^NlFIC^ftf P?R7l^' <pr Itte
tesfewA&j^Kauam&t -iae
/&&&■.........____ ___ __________ _____________ ______________________________________



38.-3-28
VENTURA RICKY NELSON 
VENTURA MARK HAMILTON 1 LANE GATE RD

38,-3-55
GIACHINTA SUZANNE 
10 POND RD
COLD SPRING, NY 10516

38.-3-51
L>R. WONTOJiLPARTNIiRS 
i pjWfCz 

•NGWYb^K, NY 10119

38.-3-58
VIVENZIO ARMANDO 
VIVENZIO THERESA 
21 ARMANDO RD

38.-3-57
CLARK DENNIS 
GRILLO DENISE 
28 LANE GATE RD

38.-3-56
NELSON JOSEPH 
NELSON PATRICIA 
32 LANE GATE RD

38.-3-29
STEPHENS WAYNE 
STEPHENS LISA 
33 LANE GATE RD

38.-3-50
CAROL A. POWELL 
PAULSON, STEPHEN C, 
42 LANE GATE ROAD

3 & — 3 - 51

PcTer 6-oeTZ.

IU.

SpC,h«!



Town of Phillpstown
Code Enforcement Office 

238 Main Street, PO Box 155
Cold Spring, NY 10516 

Office (845) 265- 5202 Fax (845) 265-2687

2/28/2018

Denise Grillo and Denny Clark
28 Lane Gate Rd.
Cold Spring, N.Y. 10516

Re: Building Permit, Garage, Kitchen, Entry Addition, Increased Deck 
Location: 28 Lane Gate Rd.
Tax Map # 38.-3-57 RC Zone

Included;
1. Application for Building/Zoning Permit
2. One Plot Plan - Building Plans

The application proposes a 26’-1” Side Yard Set Back where 30’ is required 
The application further proposes 22.4% impervious coverage where 10% is 
allowed maximum and 21.7% already exists

Since the proposed designs do not comply with Chapter-175 Dimensional Table 
For the Town of Philipstown, the application is DENIED.

If you are aggrieved by this decision, you may submit an application to the Zoning 
Board of Appeals pursuant to the provisions of Article IV of the Town Code 
within 60 days from the date of this letter. An application is enclosed.

Any questions please contact this office.

Greg Wunner

Code ^Enforcement Officer
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PUTNAM COUNTY RECORDING PAGE
PAGE 1 OF RECORDED DOCUMENT

RECORD & RETURN TO:

l-XSSR t«93 FACE

TYPE

ORANTOR/MORTGAGOR

Rawson
-fco-

Clark/Grillo

KENNETH POFGNO AGFNCY LTD.
Piji k Cir'le Sidl.Jidij 
At Jin P ek 3'|uin e 

Peekskill. fL-nv York 199C6 
(914) 739 8293

______________ . DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE
DBED52. MTG O SAT O ASMtQ CBM CD" POX L25 ESMtU’ 
OTHER____________________________________________________

RECORDING FEES * or j MORTOAGE/DEED tax districts:

RCD FEE
PAGES | *"1 TOWN OF CARMEL

TOWN OF KENT

STAT CHG 5.00
TOWN OF PATTERSON
TOWN OF PHILIPSTOWN

REC MGMT 20.00
TOWN OF PUTNAM VALLEY
TOWN OF SOUTHEAST

CROSS REF

TOTAL 31."
APPORTIONMENT MORTGAGE

MORTGAGE TYPES:
COMMERCIAL/VACANT LAND

( ) MORTGAGE TAX AFFIDAVIT FILED 
$5.00

1-2 FAMILY
CREDIT UNION/ PERSONAL MTG
3-6 UNITS
EXEMPT

reSeRvE POr certification
THIS DOCUMENT WAS EXAMINED
PURSUANT TO S315 REAL PROPERTY LAW

DENNIS J. SANT
PUTNAM COUNTY CLERK

RESERVE FOR CLERK'S NOTES

Revised 472003
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LIMM 1*83 FAM 1A» £

foiei 1004 (4/001 - Hsigiia and loll Oaail, wilb Cevsnam, sgtinM flrauiui', Aar* Individual n C'orpwreliun. i tingle dwsii 
CONSULT YOUN LAWYIM MPOM tMMWM THIS SMTRUUNT - THU INSTNUMSNT SHOULO SI USIO SV UUWVIM ONLY.

THIS INDENTURE, nude the 16th 
BETWEEN

day uf Dsceaber 2003 and

Robert Rawson and Mandy 
28 Lana Gate Road

/TZ Cold Springe, NY 10516

Rawson, Husband and Wife, residing at

'v
pany of dw Ikat part, and 4

Dannie W. Clark and Denlae J. Grillo, residing at
63 Central Avenue 
Oaalnlng, NY 10562

Ik MU ?af»j/\l 4 O •, t v5 I £ G

I

pony of the second pan.

WITNESSETH, that the party of the first part. io consideration often dotleri indMMi velueble consideration paid by the party 

of Um second part, does hereby grant and release unto the party of the second part, the hem. or succeewra and essigns of the patty of 

the second pan ferevei.

ALL that certain plot, piece or pared of land, with the building, and improvements thereon erected, situate, lying and being in the

Sae Schedule A

i

TOGETHER with all tight. title and interact, if any, of the petty of the first part, in and hi any streets and roads abutting the above- 
described premises to the center lines thereof; TOGETHER with the appurtenances and all the estate and rights of the patty of the lira 

part in and to said premises; TO HAVE ANO TO HOLD the premises herein granted unto the patty ol' the second part, the heirs or 
successors and assigns of the patty of the second part forever.

ANO the party of the first putt covenants that the party of the lira part has not done or suffered anything whereby the said premises 
have been encumbered in any way whatever eaccpt aa tloreuid

ANO the party of the first part, in compliance with Section 13 of the Lien Law. covenants ihsi the pony flm part will receive the 

consideration for tins conveyance and will held the right to receive such consideration as a trust fund to be applied lira for the purpose 

of paying die cost of the improvement and will apply the same first to the payment of die cost of the improvement before using any 

pan of the lotai of the same for any other puipose.

The word "petty" shall be cotistnsod as if it read "panics" whenever die sense of this indenture so requires.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the party of the fust pan has duly executed this deed the day and year first above written.

I
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LIBER 1633 RAGE 170

KENNETH PREGNO AGENCY, LTD.

Title No. KPP43907L

SCHEDULE A

ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, situate, lying and being in the Town of 
Philipstown, County of Putnam and State of New York, being more particularly 
bounded and described as follows:

BEGINNING at a point, said point being the intersection of the westerly line of lands 
now or formerly or Anastasia (Liber 609 cp 110) with the northerly line of Lane Gate 
Road;

RUNNING thence along the northerly line of Lane Gate Road, the following courses 
and distances:

South 47 degrees 29’CO" West 68.84 feet and, 

South 39 degrees 20’GO" West 49.25 feet;

THENCE along the easterly line of lands now or formerly of Anthony (Liber 592 cp 
79), Norht 39 degrees 26’00'f West 222.72 feet;

THENCE along the southerly line of lands now or formerly of Burke, (Liber 605 cp 
71), North 47 degrees 5O’5O" East 253.37 feet;

THENCE along the mean center of a stone wall marking the westerly line of lands now 
or formerly of Anastasia, aforesaid, South 07 degrees 52’ 10" Esat 259.91 feet to the 
point or place of BEGINNING.

FOR
CONVEYANCING

ONLY

The policy to he iseued under thie report will insure the title to such buddings and 
improvements erected on the premises which by law constitute real property.

TOGETHER with all the right, title and Interest of the party of the first part, of, in and to 
the land lying In the street in front of and adjoining eaid premises.
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Aoknowtedgement taken In Naw 

Stalk of Naw York. County of Wat

txwsn XA33 Pa«K
Acknowledgement token In New York (tote

State of Naw York, County ol

On the '^UrtUey of Dacawbe r m the yeer2003 oefora mo, 

the undersigned. panonaOy appeared

Robert Rawuon and Wendy Rawaon
pereonaHy known to me or prwed to ma on the baaia of 
aaUafactory evidence to ba the IndMdual(s) whose namafe) is 
(are) subscribed to the within instrument and aoknowtedoed to 
me that he/ehe/they executed the eame In hia/herrthelr 
capnclty|iea). and that by hie/her/their Ngnature(t) on tna 
kiairument. me indlvldual(s) or the person abon behalf of wtuch 
the ‘ndrwduaHelaated, executed the

MAPYANORSTASI 
Notary p. bile, stfte of Naw York

N ). 01NA6077612 
Qualified in Putnam Counts

Commission Expires July l(tc?Kz6'

On the day of m the year before ma.
the undersigned, pereonaHy appeared

personally known Io ma or proved to ma on the baaia of 
aatiefadory evidence to ba the mdMduai(e) whoae namefe) w 
(era) subscribed to the within Instrument and acknowledged to 
me that hereherthey executed me eame in hle/her/thelr 
oapeotty(iet). end that by me/herfthetr etgneiure(e) on the 
Instrument, the Indlwdueiia) or the parson upon behalf of which 
the Individuel(e) acted, executed the instrument.

Acknowledgement by Subscribing Witness taken In New 
York State

State of New York, County of SS

On the O dayof SKYemta' in the yee^CGfc, before me. 

the undersigned, personally appeared

the subeenWng witness Io the foregoing Instrument, with whom l 
am personally acquainted, who being by me duly sworn, did 
depose and say, that he/aha/they restde(s) m

that he/ehe/they know(e)
to be the individual described in end who executed the 
foregoing instrument; that said subscribing witness was 
present and saw said
execute the eame; end that said witness at the same lime 
subscribed hla/her/iheir name(s) at a witness thereto.

Title No.
, A39G7 L

TO

Acknowledgement taken outside New York (tele

‘Stale of County of. ss
‘(or Insert District of Columbis. Territory. Possession or 
Foreign Country)

On the day of in the year before me.
the undemtgned. pereonaHy appeared

personally known Io me or proved to me on the basis ol 
satisfactory evidence io be (he Indlvtdual(s) whose namefe) is 
(are) subscribed to the within instrument end acknowledged to me 
that he/ehe/they executed the seme m hte/herrtheir capactty(ies), 
and that by hie/her/their siQnaturefs) on the instrument, the 
individual^) or the parton upon behaK of which the lndlvtdual<t) 
acted executed the instiumenl. and that such individual made 
such appearance before the undersigned in the

(add the city or political subdivision and the sate or country or 
other place the acknowledgement was token)

DISTRICT \, 

SECTION 38 

BLOCK -3- 

LOT 57

COUNTY OR TOWN f*h I /1 pS.
RETURN BY MAIL TO:

Distributed by
Chicago Title Insurance Company KENNETH PRFGNO AGFNCY LTD 

Park Circl** Building 
At Jan Pnek Square

Peekskill, New York 1O5G6 
(914)739-8203

KENNETH PREGNf) AGENCY LTD. 
Park Circle Hoil'ling 
At Jan Peek Squar*

Peekskill. New Ynr« 10566 
(914) 739 829.3


